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Abstract
Mentoring is a process dating back to the times of the ancient Greeks. In modern
times, key mentoring activities remain unchanged: mentors guide a proteges development.
Today, this development encompasses many things, including leadership. This study
began as an exploration of the mentoringJeadership

link. This study sought to determine

how mentor and leader roles overlap, and if mentoring was significant in leadership
development. The study approach was twolronged: first, a limited leadership and
mentoring literature review; and second, a survey of people with mentoring-leadership
experiences.
Some literature sources confirmed limited mentoring-leadership

links. A few

reported specific mentoring benefits with positive leadership impact, while others reported
common skills, such as experience, knowledge and competence. Literature sources also

identified items such as protection, challenging assignments, and role model examples as
ways that mentors enhanced leadership development.

The second study area centered on a 50 person survey in a large Midwestern city.
Participants, with leadership-mentoring experiences, confirmed mentors were influential in
leadership development. Examples included gaining better organizational knowledge,

avoiding mistakes, and quicker skills development. Participants identified similar mentorleader traits, and they confirmed complimentary roles for leaders and mentors.

Why should leaders consider mentoring important now? This study confirmed the
hypothesis that mentoring benefits leaders and leadership development. Both study tools
also identified mentoring benefits for mentors and companies alike. Mentor benefits

included higher personal and professional satisfaction; company benefits included
increased common knowledge and goals. The study also examined problem areas such as
fairness, harassment and indebtedness. By wide margins, participants rejected these areas
as harmful

for leaders or leadership development. This study ends with recommendations

for further study. Hopefully, mentoring will find a rightful place in leadership studies, and
practical applications in leadership development models.
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Introduction

The term mentor originated in Greek mythology in the classic tale of the Odyssey,

circa 800

BC. When Odysseus, the King of lthaca, was away for years during the Trojan

War he entrusted his son, Telemachus, to his friend and advisor, Mentor. While Odysseus
was gone, Mentor senred as guardian, teacher and father figure to his young protege

(phil1ips-Jones,lgLl;Murray, 1991). The historic use of the term mentor in mythology
seryes as a foundation for today's understanding of the

term. Mentors today, much as in

the time of the ancient Greeks, serve in roles that develop, nurture and protect the
protege. Throughout the ages, development and protection have been at the core of the
meaning of mentoring.
Leaders and leadership were also an ancient Greek topic of study. Sinclair (1988)
detailed several traits admired by the ancient Greeks. He wrote "...the ability to speak in

public assembly and court, skill in military coiltmand, administrative capacity, financial
expertise or discernment in policy-making were not limited to those'of good family'

47) Machiavelli's

" (p'

The Prince detailed the traits, roles and customs of leaders during the

Renaissance period, although many would find the coercive leadership methods of that era

repugnant. Theories of leadership gained widespread attention near the end of the 19ft

century. Today,

as Burns

(1978) stated, "leadership is one of the most observed and least

understood phenomena on earth. "

Like the ancient Greeks, businesses are tearning that mentoring and leadership
continue to be very valuable talents. Although many have studied both mentoring and
leadership, few have made any links between these fundarnentally important roles. The
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purpose of this study is to show that mentoring helps to develop leadership skills and

traits, ffid, therefore, enhances leadership effectivenes$.

It

is important that

I explain my interest, in some ways my passion, about mentors

and how they impact leaders and leadership development. In my pa$t career as an

Air

Force veterarL development was a two-pronged effort: the first was specialty skill
development (administrative, mechanic, security), the second was professional
development (leadership, management). While specialty skills were the primary focus,
early on, leadership skills were not ignored. As one aseended in ranlq the focus shifted to
leadership and management development-

I experienced

a

wide range of leaders in the Air Force. Some leaders had vision,

some were principle-centered, and some were in the right place at the right

time. As I

reflect on my ca.reer, I realize that my leadership skills and style evolved and matured over

time. Early in my

ca.reer, my leadership skills were largely a function of emulating others

deemed successful. As

I

I

I began to correlate and study leaders with

ascended in ranh

specific skills and traits, like the ability to motivate, to be direct, or to be flexible.
Learning through example, trial and error and theory were the norm in the beginning

of

my Air Force career. A more active one-on-one pattern followed in the middle to later

pan of my career. These leaders took an active and specific interest in my development
and goals. These later examples are what

I now consider mentoring.

I had three distinct mentoring experiences in my Air Force career. Each
experience proved to be beneficial and lasting in different ways. My first mentor
a boss, then a

*as fi.st

friend, and finally, a mentor. Since I had reached a plateau, he asked me a

simple, but profoundly reflective question:

'lilhat are you dorng to get ahead?" Initially, I

J

responded argumentatively that

I wa$ a skill technician; what more was

there

to do? He

I

pointed out that I had unused talent, that education was a continual process and that
could and should be doing something towards self-improvement. I began taking

oflduty

college classes, earning two associate degrees and one bachelor's degree over a ten-year

period. My mentor sparked an interest, guided my eftorts and helped me set and reach
goals towards self-improvements and caJeer advancement.

My second mentoring experience was nearly

as accidental as the

first. As my

supervisor, this mentor saw my talents as a technician in a broader sense. He noted on
several occasions that I was very good at teaching others; he suggested I become an

instructor. I would not have explored that career path had he not been so supportive.

t

became an instructor and in the process saw my personal self-esteem and dedication within

the Air Force grow immensely. I gained multiple skills in speaking, presenting, training,
leading and counseling. One lasting legacy has been my willingness to teach or coach
others at work and in the community.

My final mentor came late in my military career. He saw me

as enthusiastic

but

impulsive, energetic but unfocused and spontaneous rather than reflective. Unlike the very

friendly relationships of my previous mentors (both enlisted), my last mentor was an

officer. His demeanor was one of deep professionalism. As he moved to be a mentor for
me, he saw my strengths and weaknesses as opportunities to help me become a more

effective Air Force member.

I

learned to be more diplomatic, more focused and goal

oriented, and to think more reflectively ofthe myriad of leadership issues I faced daily.
These mentors, through patience and determinatiorq taught me the priceless lessons that

endure. As I reflect on these experiences, I understand that not everyone had the
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mentoring relationships I

did. Still, I do not feel my experiences were isolated or rare.

When I entered civilian life, I was enthusiastic to continue my leadership journey,

but something was different. I struggled to understand a whole new system. What were
the organizational norms? What was the organizational culture? How did personal and
professional development work in this new system? I found myself in an organization that
seemed to value only certain educational degrees. Only those

with the right credentials,

especially from the right universities, were selected for leadership development. The right
degree (Masters of Business Administration) meant that one would find a mentor, or more

precisely, that a mentor would find them" Those chosen for this level of development
were on the fast track.
As

I struggled to try to make sense of this new

system,

I realized some

fundamental differences from my previous ca.reer. Leadership development was an
integral part of my military past. tn the business world, mentoring seemed to be scarce
and reserved only for a

few. Mentoring in the Air Force was pivotal in helping

everyone

willing to develop their highest potential. Mentoring in the business world appeared to be
more selective and limited. From my perspective" it appeared that the military system was
more willing to use mentors to develop future leaders.

I began this study because I

have studied leaders, leadership theories, and have

experienced mentoring in my military career. Like the ancient Greeks, many have

pondered leadership and mentoring" The study of leadership is of particular importance

today, as global links in business? governments and societies increase. The impact of
mentoring on leadership and leadership development in all of these area$ appears to be a
subject whose time has arrived.
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CHAPTER ONE:
THE LEADERSITIP . MENTORING CONNECTION
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study is to explore the potentiat link between mentoring and

leadership. If there is a linlq does it follow that this linkage is beneficial to mentoring or

leadership? If there is a mentoring-leadership link, who benefits and how? Conversely,
does a mentoring-leadership link cause any problems for the mentor, the leader or the

organization? If the results of a mentoring-leadership link prove more beneficial than the
problems that may arise, should this link become a topic for academic exploration? In
addition to exploring the possible link between mentoring and leadership this study will

seek to determine if mentoring increases corporate or organizational knowledge or

if

mentoring helps with job skills, leadership skills, career goals, personal goals or some
other facet of personal or professional development.
Leaders who serve as mentors provide the type of sage advice and guidance
envisioned hy the ancient Greeks. In much of the literature, especially leadership

literature, the connections between leaders and mentors are few. Literature on mentoring,
on the other hand, tends to focus on methods and goals, and little on the potential impact

it may have on leadership or teadership development. Some recent articles (Martinez,

l9g7; Weeks, lgg7) report

a renaissance

linking of mentoring and leadership. Mentoring,

according to these sources, seems to help develop leadership skills and development and,
therefore, enhanses leadership effectiveness.

To continue this study, it is important to clarify the meaning of frequently used
terms. Terms such as mentor, protdgd, mentoring, and leadership have been used in this
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introduction. How are the terms defined? An extensive literature searclr, detailed in the
next section, provided some interesting insight-

MerJtor
The American Heritage College Dictionary (1997) deflnes a mentor as "a wise and

trusted counselor or teacher". Murray and Owen (1991) define a mentor as a skilled or
experienced person leading the development of a lesser-experienced persor towards an
agreed upon goal of developing the less experienced person's skills and competencies-

phillips-Jones (lg82) deflnes mentors as influential people who significantly help you
reach major life goals. Zey (1991) defines mentor as a person of power who is able to

influence and guide the junior apprentice to the

top. Carnrthers,

as noted by

Caldwell &

Carter (1993), defines mentors as counselors, wise and prudent advisors. Kolbe (1994)
defines mentors as some combination of role model, promoter, sponsor or counselor.
Helene Lerner-Robbins, a corporate mentoring consultant said,

who's achieved something in

a way

"A mentor

can be anyone

you'd like to and who's in a position to help you get

what you want" (Baskerville, 1994).
Hagberg (1993) describes mentors indirectly by discussing the evolution of power.
She describes power in six stages, the last being

gestalt. Gestalt is defined as a leader

whose goal is to help those who follow fulfill their personal goals. When leaders reach
gestalt, their central focus is aimed at serving and developing subordinates. Rothman

(1gg3) states "In the business world, mentors are usually senior employees who team
intentionally with young potential leaders to lend them the benefit of their experience"
(p.66)
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eualities and traits
noted by Caldwell

a.re sometimes used as a

& Carter (1993) tisted eighteen

way of defining a term. Cam-rther$, as

desired mentor qualities. These

qualities are: a willingness to be a mentor; being a role model, a guide, a supporter, or an
adviser; being

a trusted counselor, a leader, a friend, or a listener; being experienced,

knowledgeable, or willing to share resources; one who observes confidentiality, shows
interest, mutual respect, or affection; and one who is accessible and a networker (p.20)-

While some choose to define mentors in terms of qualities, others prefer to
characterize mentors by traits. Caldwell

& Carter (1993) defined six common mentor

traits: a willingness to share knowledge, honesty, competency, allow grolvth, give positive
and criticat feedback, and directness in dealings with the prot6ge (p,

2l)- Zey (1991)

extends mentoring traits to include sharing in the protdges dream, giving approval, and

fostering self-confidence. Walker and Stott (1995) outline mentor traits in terms of their
institutional and career successes, by whom they know, by how to access resources, and
the ability to influence policy decisions.

An exhaustive study of mentoring traits was detailed by Jane Lee (1996) in an
article titled Mentoring and Career Advancement. Using the works of ten authors in the

field of mentoring, Lee developed the following tist of mentor qualities:

-

Mentors usually have attained a higher status than the protege in terms of
influence, expertise, information and opportunities.
Mentors provide affection in the sense of positive regard, warmth or comforl.
Mentors provide "Status" - judgments communicating prestige, regard, esteem'
Mentors provide a high degree of emotional rapport.
Mentors help proteges develop their professional and personal self-conceptsThere are high levels of identification between mentors and proteges (p 8)

A mentor is sometimes defined in terms of what it is not. Role models are often
held in high esteem but, unlike mentors, may not know that a particular protege see$ them

I
in that regard, By contrast, mentors are not anonymous? neither are they unaware of their
influence on a protdge (Murray & Owen,

l99l).

Coashes, counselors, and mentors are

defined in terms of time commitments and focus. Where coaches and counselors may
engage in short to medium term relations, mentoring is usually a long-term endeavor

(phillips-Jones, 1982). The focus for a coach or counselor centers on current learning or
remedial learning, whereas the mentor's focus is long range development (Mink, et al.,

lgg3). Other

examples of terms, such as guide or sponsor, are often considered to be

forms of mentoring In practical terms, and from my experiences, both of these concepts
miss the true mark of mentoring.

A guide is often thought of

as one who leads another

perhaps many. Guides typically lead others, rather than interact, a critical component

or

of

mentoring. Sponsors are akin to representatives. Sponsors tend to serve as the initial
contact, but the relationship is not thought of as long term, a critical compoflent of a
mentoring relationship. Similarly, counselors typically offer advice but, unlike mentors,

limit the advice to

a

particular issue rather than a broad strategy to help one reach a

common goal. We have all experienced these types of interactions, and can therefore
understand the dynamics of a mentoring relationship as an interactive and long-term

developmental arrangement.

Protdef
The term protegd has its origins in the French verb proteger, to protect (PhillipsJones, lgB2). Kram (1985) defines a proteg6 as one who is protected or trained or whose
career is furthered by a person of experience, prominence, or influence. Mentee or

protegee is the feminine version of protdgd (The American Heritage College Dictionary.

1gg7). Typically the protdge is the junior, less experienced partner in the mentoring

I
relationship. The protdgd receives the knowledge, skills, support and feedback of the
mentor (phillips-Jones, 1982). Until very recently, proteges u/ere most often selected or
chosen by a mentor, although new trends point to protdgds becoming more active in
selecting their mentor (Weeks, 1997)-

Although the protdge is often thought to be the primary beneficiary of the
mentoring process, he or she is part of a triad: mentor, protegd, and organization (Zey,

lggl).

Others (Kram, 1985; Wunsch, 1994) view protdges as active partners with the

mentor. Protdges learn more than skills and knowledge; they learn to trust, to take risks,
and to find their strengths,

A successful protege gives the mentor satisfaction.

Like mentors, proteges can be also be defined by their cofirmofl needs and traitsZey

{Iggl)

lists ten traits mentors look for in protdgds. These traits are: intelligence,

ambition, desire and ability to accept power and risk, ability to perfoffn a mentor's job,
loyalty, similar perceptions, work or organization, commitment, organizational sawy,
positive perception (of the protege by the organization), and ability to establish alliancesMuch is written on the diffterences of proteg6 needs, especially in terms of gendsr, age,
and other common areas. White mentors are important to both men and women,

it may be

essential for women seeking advancement. Kram (1985) and Murray and Owen (1991)

report that women tend to face more barriers in their careers and therefore, place a higher
value on mentoring opportunities. They also report that women protegds have a
heightened sense of need for a professional relationship. Age is a factor for all proteges
because they are usually the junior in the mentor-protege relationship (Zey,

1991)' Other

cofirmofl protdge traits are enthusiasm, a desire to excel, a fresh perspective, and a
willingness to trust a mentor (Kram, 1985).
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Mentoring
phillips-Jones (1g82) defines mentoring, or mentorship, as the process that depicts
the relationship between the mentor and protege. Mentoring is traditionally defined as a
process whereby a person of power or influence leads the way for an apprentice, or one

who does not know the ropes (Zey, 1991). According to Kram (1985), mentoring
"implies a relationship between a young adult and an older, more experienced adult that
helps the younger individual learn to navigate in the adult world and the world of

work"

(p 2)

A mentoring relationship is more complex than a teacher and student relationship,
and goes well beyond the learning of new skilts or gaining new knowledge. Nor is

mentoring the simple relationship between a supervisor and a subordinate or team leader
and team member. Mentoring is a deeper relationship based on mutual trust and shared

benefits

&ey,lgg1).

Ben Borne, a Chicago Hurnan Resources consultant, states "true

mentoring is a process by which you buy into another's dream. It is a dynamic partnering
that benefits all the participants" (Rothman, 1993)The mentoring process is sometimes described as formal or facilitated, that is, the
process is purposefully planned and can be further divided into distinct stages. Kram

(lgB5) defines four mentoring stages as initiation, cultivation, separation and redefinition.
Murray and Owen (1991) define facilitated mentoring as a structure and series of
processes designed to create effective mentoring relationships, gutde the desired hehavior
change of those involved, and evaluate the results of the protegds, the mentors, and the

organization with the primary purpose of systematically developing the skills and
leadership abilities of the less-experienced members of the organization. Caldwell

&
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Carter (1993), summarized mentoring as follows:
mutual choice is advocated;
the relationship extends beyond professional interest;
there is no evidence of threat;
there is mutual need;
there is little evidence in the literature that mentoring has disadvantages for the
protd96;
there is evidence of affection;
there is evidence of trust (P.21).
Organizations tend to play a key role in the mentorship process. If the value

of

mentoring is recognized, the organization is likely to lean towards a formal system or

program, Conversely, if it is under valued or not valued at all, mentoring will tend to be
informal. Informal mentoring is also widely recognized. While the goal is the same as a
formal mentoring plarU the method or path is different. Informal mentoring is thought to
be far more widespread than formal mentoring plans, although this trend seems to be

shifting in the 1990's {Zey,199l).
Mentorship is usually based on choice and mutual respect (Kram, 1985; Murray &
Owen,

lggl).

Depending on the formality of the system, mentors offer themselves and

their time to protdg6s willing to accept the mentor's knowledge, experience and vision.
Bennis and Nanus (1985) described mentoring as the art of stretching, gt-owing, and
breaking new ground. tlltimately, mentorship is a planned and purposeful event in which
the mentor guides, nurtures and protects the protdge as they strive to reach cofilmon
goals.

Leadership
Bennis and Nanus (1985) reported that "leadership is a word on everyone's lips"

(p 1). The study of leadership dates to the times of ancient Greek philosophers such as

furgshrlrg frnlfimgr* t lhrary

t2
Aristotle, plato and Socrates (Sinclair, 1988). Through the ages, leaders were studied
are
and leadership theories proliferated. According to Bennis and Nanus (1985), there

more than 350 definitions of leadership $.a)Bennis and Nanus (lg85) summarize leadership as an unfolding of learning.
Leaders were originally thought to be born, not made. The "Great Man" theory, as it
came

to be known, saw power

and monarchies come to

as being vested

in a very limited number of people- Kings

mind. Continuing in their explanation of the evolution of

leadership theory, they report the rise of the

'tsig Bang" or the'Right Man at the Right

Time and Right place" theory. This later theory explained leadership loosely as a function

of situation (p.5). These theories appear to be far too narrow in the real vision of
leadership.

Continuing in their review of leadership theories, Bennis and Nanus (1985)
describe some of the paradigm shifts during the 20th century. Older theories, such as

McGregor's "Theory Y," and newer theories, such as Ouchi's "TheorY 2," avoid or omit
the concept of power and how leaders use power to define their roles. Bennis and Nanus

report that power is finaltry addressed with the advent of transactional versus
transformational leadership theory fu I ?) With transformational leadership (Burns,

lg7g), other concepts such as ethics, values and, more recently, vision become basic sub
themes to further study and define the overall concept of leadership-

Managing is not the same as leading, according to Bennis and Nanus (1985)' They
define the term

"to manage" as'oto bring about, to accomplish, to have charge or

responsibility for, to conduct." Alternately, they define the term'to lead" as "influencing,

guiding in direction, course, action or opinion" (p. 21). Bennis and Nanus further define

L3

five common myths about leadership as follows
Leadership is a rare skill.
Leaders are born, not made.
Leaders are charismatic.
Leadership exists only at the top of an organization.
The leader controls, directs, prods, manipulates (pp. 223-224)

Common themes that seem to run through all leadership definitions include
influence, attaining common goals, and fulfilling mutual needs. The art of influencing
people to obtain a common goal is a typical military definition for leadership (Concepts for

Air Force Leadership, 1983). Leadership can also be defined by appeal, knowledge,
position, skills or traits. Finally, one college leadership program (Augsburg College
Master of Arts in Leadership Catalog, 1997) defines the followirlg leadership qualities: a
vision which is ethically and morally responsible, extending beyond irnmediate concerns;
an understanding of how change occurs and affects the immediate environment; a

sensitivity to the complex problems organizations face, and an ability to achieve solutions
consistent with an organization's mission; the ability to motivate and inspire individuals
and groups to work toward a cofirmon goal; and the ability to effectively represent the

organization both internally and externally

$.3)

To accomplish the goal of effective

leadership education, Augsburg College employs the following leadership model fu.a):
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The terms mentor, protdg6, mentoring and leadership have a wide breadth

of

meanings and context$. Although many have added to the basic understanding of these

terms, the definitions noted below retain the essence of these meanings, in modern as well
as ancient

times. Based on definitions found in

a

variety of sources, I developed a

common set of definitions that serve as the baseline for further discussions in this study.

For the purpose$ of this study, the following definitions apply:
A,

mentor is defined as a person who nurtures, guides and teaches a less

experienced person to become skilled, competent and successful in attaining an

1s

agreed upon

goal. The mentor's goal should be the success of the protdge.

A protege is defined as the active, involved junior partner who, under the

guidance and counsel of a mentor, tries to attain jointly agreed upon goals.

-

Mentoring is deflned as an interactivs process between a skilled, experienced
mentor and a less experienced prot6ge. The mentoring process involves the
successful transferring of skill, knowledge and experience from the mentor to the

protege, within a framework of agreed goals.
Leadership is defined as the art of influencing followers towards the
achievement of a common goal that is in harmony with the ethical norms of a

given society.

Although many have added to the basic understanding of these terms, my
definitions still contain the essence of the meanings, in modern as well as ancient times.
Assumntions. Limitatigns

& HYpothesis

This study has several limitations. First and foremost, this study is limited to the

potential connections and impact of mentoring on leadership in the business world. No
assumptions can be made about the potential impact to other areas, such as mentoring or
leadership in education or the general community. Although the literature review included

many leadership and mentoring books, journals, and local new$ articles, the scope and
range of these sources were limited primarily to business applications. The time

of

publication was another limiting factor, as book reviews were limited to the last twenty
years, journals

to the last five years, and news articles to the last two years.

The study was further limited in that the surveys were only mailed to individuals

living in the Minneapolis/St. Paul arsa. The results obtained in the Minneapolis/St. Paul
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area may not be the same as

for other locations. A total of 50 surveys were distributed,

which may not be a large enough sample to be statistically significant. Potential sunrey
participants who had neither mentoring or leadership experiences were excluded from this

study. It was assumed that

survey participants had relevant mentoring or leadership

experiences that contribute insight to this study. For some, the results of this study might
be limited by the fact that there are no academic or theoretical framework models for a

mentoring-leadership link to guide this study, &s there are for ethical, servant, or visionary
leadership theories. Finally, my limited experiences, within the

Air Force

and the civilian

world, may not be representative or widespread among others with similar backgrounds
and experiences.

Acknowledging these limitations, nuny important insights should be gained in the
literature review and the survey. Both mentoring and leadership have played increasingly
important roles in the business world. Michael Zey {1991) was one of many sources who
reported$ lists of growing business challenges; management development through
mentoring was one tool that businesses could employ as a strategy for success. Dan
Weeks (1997) reported key personnel turnover trends as a reason for companies to
reevaluate the role mentors can ptay in leadership development and stability.

The initial assumption of this study was that there is a link between mentoring and
leadership and that this relationship is beneficial. As one who experienced three mentoring

relationships, I know firsthand the impact these experiences had on my leadership and
professional development. Conversations with peers and associates revealed that they
had similar experiences. These firsthand, real world, experiences are not widely reported

or discussed in most leadership or mentoring books. It seems the literature cover&8e,
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especially coverage that links these two concepts, falls short of making a solid connection

or active support for the linking of mentoring and leadership. The hypothesis of this study
is that there is a strong link betweefl mentoring and leadership, but current literature does

not seem to support this link.
Understanding the importance of mentoring and the potential impact it may have
on leaders and leadership development is important to organizations.

![hat are the

leadership challenges for businesses now and in the future? If recent trends of employee

turnover, corporate downsian5, and a shift to a global economy continue, how do
organizations plan to meet the leadership development challenges of tomorrow? Is
mentoring the answer?
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CHAPTER TWO:

METHODOLOGY
Methodolow
This study consisted of two distinct tools of research. The first involved the
Iiterature review of leadership and mentoring books, journals, ard articles. The second
research tool used in this study was an anonymous survey. The methodology for each
area

will be described in detail.

Methodolow of thp Literature Bqyiew
For the purpose of this study, a structured, limited examination of the literature
was conducted of leadership books (Appendix A), and mentoring books (Appendix B),

with a primary focus on the buslness world. Leadership and mentoring books were limited
to the last twenty years. Many periodicals, some representing the business world, were
reviewed for this study. The journal article search was limited to the last five years. Two
local ne\ry$papers, the Minneapolis Star Tribune and the Saint Paul Pioneer Press were
selected as the representative area newspapers. Relevant articles limited to the last two
years were included in this research"

Books on leadership were reviewed in the following manner. First, the indices
were examined for key words such as mentor, mento.i*g, proteg6, or equivalents.
Equivatents were defined as coaches, counselors, sponsors and tutors. When key words
were not present, the tables of contents were reviewed for the broader topics of employee
development or manageffient roles.
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Where references were noted in either the indices or the table of contents, the
sections were reviewed with three basic questions:

1.

Does the literature describe a mentoringJeadership link?

2. Is the mentoringJeadership

link significant in career development?

3. Does the literature show that leaders had mentors or that mentors served as
leaders?

The first question determined if a mentoring-leadership link was described in the

literature. Equivalent values such as mentoring and managing, counseling and leading, or
mentoring and employee development were included in analyzing this question.
passages or references were found, what were the contexts?

[f

Did the references describe

how a mentoring-leadership Iink impacted career development? The final question was
used to determine how often these two activities overlapped.

A sample group of mentoring books, Iimited to business applications, were
identified for this research (Appendi*

B). In the same method used to review leadership

books, the indices of mentoring books were searched for prime key words such as leader

or manager. The tables of contents were scanned for subject titles such as leadership or
leadership development. Where references were noted, the same three questions were
used

to evaluate the mentoringJeadership link.
The keyword search for journals and news articles centered on mentoring and

leadership. The articles identffied were screened with the same three questions used to
analyze leadership and mentoring books.
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Many articles, journals and books were excluded because they

vr'iere

not business

related and, therefore, fell outside the scope and context of this study. Many leadership
sources were excluded because the central theme was political, religious or sports related.

Similarly, several mentoring books were excluded because they focused on education,
sports, or in social organizations, such as the Boy Scouts or Big Brothers.
Nonetheless, many references were noted and reviewed for scope and context as it
related to this study. Those within the study guidelines listed above were inaluded in the

literature review. The scope, context and discussion of all areas found in the literature
review will be discussed later in this study.

Survev Metho4ologv
An anonymous survey was developed as part of this study (Appendix
survey was reviewed and approved by the Institutional Review Board

C).

This

(RB) at Augsburg

College (Appendix D) because human subjects were involved. The survey was designed

with both narrative and forced-choice questions" The survey consisted of thirty-nine (39)
questions in total; six were demographic and thirty-three (33) questions involved

participant opinions on the study subject. A research professor at Augsburg College
reviewed the survey for adequacy, structure, and sequence, and his suggestions were
incorporated in the final version submitted for IRB approval.
The survey contained three sections. Part I contained thirteen (13) questions on
views about mentoring ard leadership. Four (4) questions were narrative; the remaining
nine (9) were forced-choice. Some questions compared mentor and leader qualities, while
others compared which idea best defined a mentor and a leader. Other areas explored in

this section included direct testing of the research problem, as well as who may benefit

Z1

from mentoring. Several questions were designed to explore potential negative factors in
mentoring relationships.
Part

II of the survey consisted of twenty (20) questions, all centered on mentoring

within a company or organization. Nine (9) questions were forced-choice; the remaining
eleven (11) \ryere narrative. Question$ were designed to investigate several issues, such as

whether the company benefited frorn mentoring and how it benefited; whether mentors
and proteges were from the same or different companies; whether mentoring was formal

or informal; who should drive the mentoring proce$s; what the goals or purpose of a
aompany mentoring progrtrm were

if it existed; whether mentoring was useful and how it

had been useful; whether mentoring helped in career advancement; and lastly, whether

mentoring benefited leadership or leadership development,
Part

III ofthe

survey consisted of six (6) demographic questions. AII questions

were forced-choice. Included were age, gender, ethnic origirq company position, length
employment, and company size.

In accordance with the approved IRB submissiog the survey process asked
potential participants a series of screening questions to determine if they should be
included in the study group. Potential participants were? except as noted, contacted via
phone by the principle investigator. The purpose, scope and requirements of the survey

were reviewed with each participant using a prepared script. Those passing all the
screening questions were included in the study and received surveys

to complete and

return. If any ofthe screening questions were answered'ho" or "negative", the person
was excluded from this survey. Fifteen (15) people were excluded using this procedure.

Anonymity was protected by having the sunrey participants return the surveys by mail in

of
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pre-addressed envelopes mailed to a college mailbox at Augsburg College.

The first screening question asked whether the person was, or had been, in a
mentoring or leadership role.

If affirmative, the next screening question asked whether the

person was Gurrently employed.

If affirmative, the next question

asked participants their

age; those under age 25 or over age 65 were excluded. The final question asked whether

the person would voluntarily participate in the survey. All persons contacted were
reminded not to reveal their identity in the survey. They were also advised that there were
no benefits, compensation or rewards

for survey participation.

Anonymity was maintained via a mailed survey format. Except when noted below,
all surveys were mailed to the participants. All survey packets included an instruction
mailbox
sheet, a survey, and a return envelope. The return envelopes were addressed to a
at Augsburg College" If the surveys had been mailed or distributed one at a time, it might
have compromised

anonymlty For this reason, all fifty (50) surveys were mailed/

distributed within aten (10) day period (June 29 through July 8, 1997), thereby enhancing

anonymity. Group, versu$ single, distribution minimized the chance of the principal
investigator determining the identity of any particular respondent. All surveys were
returned, per the IRB protocol, to a mailbox at Augsburg College. None contained any

identification of the individual participant'
Some surveys were distributed

ttrough others who performed the screening per

the IRB protocol. The same screening questions applied. Potential participants identifled

through this method who met the study criteria were included. No information was
gathered on the number rejected. Again, the survey packets contained iffirmation to

guide the participant through the proper completion and return of the survey. This
method insured anonymity for participants who did not receive the survey by mail'
Returned surveys were randomly given a numberbetween one (1) and fifty (50), as
phone
they were received. No surveys included personal information such as a name or
number; therefore, none were excluded for breach of anony*ity. Once numbered, surveys
were referred to by number. Comments contained in the Results Chapter of this study
refer to the survey number.
Guidelines for surveys to be included in the results of this study were agreed upon

with the study advisor. The researcher and the thesis advisor reviewed all survey results.
Surveys with more than five (5) unaflswered questions were disallowed.

No surveys were

rejected based on this criteria. All surveys were completed to a suffEcient degree
necessary for inclusion in the results. Cases of blank or

NiA (Not/Applicable)

rssponses

are noted in the results. Although some questions were not answered on some surveys,
none were rejected. The rationale for this was based in part on the point that the vast

majority of unanswered questions were narrative (fill in) type questions. All multiple
choice (forced-choice) questions, except in two cases as noted, were answered- Specific
applicablecomments were recorded for inclusion in the Results or Discussion Chapters as

For expediency, several sources were considered to assemble the survey
parricipant pool of fifty (50). A list of eighty (80) potential candidates from a college
were
mentoring program was screened. A total of twenty-one (21) of these candidates
included in the study; the remaining fifty-nine (59) were excluded. Of those excluded

ilo
from the survey, some did not respond to phone messages (18); some had outdated or
(15); and some
phone nurnber listed (16); some no longer resided in the Twin Cities area
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(10) fell outside the study parameters (age, not working in business environment,

etc'). A

local area mentoring consulting firm provided a list of six (6) potential candidates. All six
(6) were included in the survey mailing.
The principal investigator identified seventeen (17) potential participants with
mentoring or leadership experiences. All were screened with the standard criteria; thirteen

(13) were included in the survey mailing. Three (3) were rejected from the study because
they were not working in a business; one

(l)

was rejected for being above the age limit.

A military service member, stationed in Minneapolis, identified fourteen (14)
potential respondents. The service member screened and distributed ten (10) surveys' No
data was collected about the four (4) excluded by the service member-

A local

govemment official (City of Woodb,rry) identified four (4) survey respondents. AII four

(a) candidates were screened and included in the survey mailing. A state employee
were
screened two (Z) survey respondents. Both participants met the screen criteria and
included in the survey mailing. In total, fifty (50) surveys respondents were identified; all

fifty (50) received the

surveY.

All survey data were recorded

and reviewed with the study advisor- The surveys

on
were managed in accordance with the IRB protocol; no breech of anonymity was noted

the surveys. In summary, the results of the literature review and the anonymous survey
provided a plethora of data for analysis. Data from all sources are reviewed in the

following Results and Discussion chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE:

LITERATURE RE\TIEW
Part of this study entailed a review of books, journals and newspaper articles in
search of links between leadership and mentoring. In leadership books, the indices were
examined for key words such as mentor, mento.ing, protegd, or equivalents. Equivalents

were defined as coaches, counselors, spon$ors and futors. In the $ame method used to

review leadership books, the indices of mentoring books were searched for prime key
words such as leader or manager. When key words were not present, the tables of
contents were reviewed for the broader topics of employee development or management

roles. The keyword search for journals and news articles centered on the term 'mentoring
and leadership'. The literature review was directed by three questions for which

I wanted

an answer. These were:

1.

Does the literature describe a mentoring-leadership link?

2.

Is the mentoringleadership link significant in career development?

3.

Does the literature show that leaders had mentors or that mentors served as
leaders?

Overall, 66 books and hundreds ofjournals and newspaper article$ were reviewed.

Twenty-six 'leadership-mentoring' matches were noted and are detailed in the sections
that follow. Although some of these sources report links between mentoring and
leadership, as well as the importance of mentoring in leadership development, ffiffiy were

limited in scope or context. The overall results of this literature review revealed limited
references to the identified issues, at best, despite the considerable volume of material
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reviewed.

Most, but not all, of the books and articles which matched the search criteria
pointed to a leadership- mentoring link as outlined in the first research question. Many

of

these same matches addressed question two that this link was seen as significant in
leadership or career development. These matches were most frequently found in recent

publications, whether they were books or articles. References to the third study question
were more limited in that fewer search matches offered specific references about mentors
senring as leaders or vice versa.

A more detailed account of the results for the Ieadership

books, mentoring books, and journals and news articles follows.

Le ad ers hiE_Literat ure Res

ults

Of the fifty-six leadership textbooks reviewed, only thirteen made some type

of

reference to mentors. Six leadership books made significant references to mentoring or

the role mentoring plays in leadership development. Seven other leadership books
contained only brief mention of the term mentor with no discussion of how mentors may
impact leadership or leadership development. Those leadership books with significant
references to mentoring are reported first, followed by those books with only passing
references to mentors or mentoring.

In Developinqthe

Leaders Around You (1995), John C. Ma:rurell described how

and why leaders should look for leader role models. The central point of Maxwell's book
was that those around us learn best by example. To develop leaders, Ma:rwell identified

five steps: model, mentor, monitor, motivate and multiply as guidelines for mentoring
relationships which function as Ieader role models (p.

65).

In this context, Maxwell
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viewed mentors a one tool that can be helpful in leadership development.
James Kouzes and Barry Posner, authors of The.Lpaslership*Qha[eqge {1992),

contemplated the experiences of 500 mid and senior level managers who were highly
successful in their organizations. They discussed leader strengths and weaknesses, how
leaders create opportunities to excel, and how they motivate and inspire others. Kouzes
and Posner synthesized learning to lead into three categories: trial and error, people, and

education. Of these three categories, the people they spoke of were most often bosses,
peers or mentors. In essence, Kouzes and Posner see mentors as the

'!eople" option or

tool that helps in leadership development.
Warren Bennis, author of On Becoming a Leader (1989), presents the case that
leaders are made, not

horn. Bennis believes that leadership is a journey of self discovery.

Like Kouzes and Posner, Bennis interviewed over 25 successful leaders from all walks of

life. One area he explored with this

audienee was the question: 'lMhat experiences were

vital in your development?" Nearly all of the leaders Bennis interviewed reported some
type of mentor or role model. Bennis wrote:
...to become a true leader, one must know the world as well as one knows ore's
self. A variety of studies, as well as the lives of leaders I talked with,
demonstrates that certain kinds of experiences are especially significant for
learning. These experiences include broad and continued education, idiosyncratic
families, extensive travel and/ or exile, a rich private life, and key associations
with mentors and groups. (p. 7 ).
Essentially, Bennis reports that most, if not all, successful leaders have had
mentoring relationshipr. This mentoring-leadership link, while necessary for success, is

not without pitfalls. Bennis adds Iearning must be from the right mentor, and that overdependencs on a mentor can cause problems. Clearly, Bennis links mentoring with
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leadership development and speaks to the importance of mentoring on career

development. However, he does not indicate if mentors serve as leaders or vice versa.
Rather than interviewing sucaessful leaders, Kenneth Clark and Miriam Clark, in
Measures of Leadership (1990), reversed the process by reviewing the works of scholars
and scientists in the field of leadership. One paper, by Francis J. Yammarino and tsernard

M. Bass, (Long-Term Forecasting of Transformational Leadership and Its Effests Among
Naval Officers) measured and assessed aspects of transformational leadership within a
military environment. A key aspect of the transformational Ieadership model was aoaching
and mentoring given to the cadets. Yammarino and Bass reported that transformational
leadership models were more successful, in terms of organizational outcomes, than

transactional leadership models. In essence, mentoring was a key component of the
transformational model success.

In another paper, (Preliminary Report on Validation of the Managerial Practices
Survey) authors Gary Yukl, Steve Wall and R. Lipsinger compared results of the
Managerial Practices Survey (MPS) over a period of 12 years. The standard MPS used l5
measures, including

mentoring. Over the 12 year period mentoring,

as a managerial

behavior, rated between 88 and glYo, indicating a strong desire for mentoring ovsr a long

term.

These articles, summarized by Clark and Clark, link mentoring to leadership

development by describing mentoring as a specific measurement criterion which scholars
and scientists have used to understand leadership. The positive outcome of both studies
indicates that mentoring has a positive effect on leadership or leadership development.

Ann Morrison, in The New Leaders (1992), wrote extensively about the effects
mentoring on leadership and leadership development with particular emphasis on

of
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mentoring barriers, especially as they apply to women and women of color. Morrison
noted that mentors are most often bosses, and that a mentor's help is often informal and

unofficial.

She described mentoring programs as "extremely variable," noting that many

mentors do not do anything, they just fuIfiII a corporate role. Despite this limit, Morrison
reported that mentors are one of many helpful tools in meaningful employee development

ffid,

as suctq should be as available

to women

as they are

to men.

In The Lessons of Experience: How Successful Executives Develop on the Job
(1988), authors McCall, Lombardo, and Morrison defined successful leadership as
learning on the job from bosses. There were eight references to mentoring in the index

of

this book. The first two references used the term mentoring interchangeably with
coaching and training in a generic way to describe ways that leaders gain experience.
They next used the term mentoring in a quote from the book The Season's of a Man's

Life, by Daniel E. Levinson. McCall et

a1.,

wrote 'T-evinson concluded that while intense

mentoring relationships are important in adult development, they rarely occur on the job"

(p.68). The point of this section was that future leaders learn most often from long term
relationships involving mentors, but this may not happen on the job. In the author's view,
a lack of on the

job mentoring limited leadership development.

In another pa$sage, the authors cautioned that ". . some executives we studied
.

derailed because of their perceived overdependence on a mentor or advocate. Staying

with the same boss too long or being too closely identified with a single mentor led some
senior executives to doubt the manager's ability to act independently of the boss, to

wonder if he were a clone" (p.83). McCaIl et al., seem to point to one of the pitfalls of
mentoring in Ieadership development.
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In aII of the other references, the authors provide more examples ofbosses as
mentors. Accepting that a boss can be a mentor, as the authors described the role, this
leadership book offered support for the first and third research questions that mentoring
and leadership are linked, and that leaders (bosses) are mentors and vice versa.

All of the books cited above were considered to have substantial references to the
study questions. Many other leadership books mentioned mentors or mentoring, but

without much elaboration. For example, in Impact of Leadership (L992), by Clark, Clark,
and Campbell, the index was searched and one reference was made to mentor. This

resulted in the following statement: "...the leader serues as a mentor and provides
personal attention when neaessary" (p. 245). This statement was buried in a discussion
about the relationships of leader-member exchanges with laissez-faire, transactional, and
transformational leadership in Naval envirsnments. The discussion does not exhibit more
than a casual mention of the term mentor, and does not offer any insight on how mentors
are linked to leaders or leadership development.

Similarly, the term mentor was found in several other leadership book indices, but

the scope and meaning in relationship to this study was limited. In Learning to Lead - The

Art of Transformine Managers intg LFadFrs (1992), by Jay Conger, the index cited one
reference to mentors. Conger wrote "...those who experience the influence of mentors

later in life, would gain a foot-hold in positions in leadorship" (p 25). Like the book by

Clark et al. (1992), Conger's book offers no discussion on how mentoring relationships
would grve a leader a 'foot-hold', whatever this term means.
Bennis and Nanus, authors ofleaders: The $trateFies fof Taking Charge (1985),

interviewed 90 leaders who reported they had learned their leadership skills from
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experience. Bennis and Nanus wrote 'Most were able to identify a small number

of

mentors and key experiences that powerfrrlly shaped their philosophies, personalities,
aspirations, and operating styles." (p. 188). While Bennis and Nanus offer some insight

into how mentors influenced these leaders, this is the only reference which links mentoring
to leadership in this 229 page book.
In John Gardner's book On Leadership (1990), the index made two references to
mentors and mentoring. Gardner referred to the need for leaders to "discover a fine

mentor" (p.163). In the subsection titled'Exemplars and Mentors" Gardner defined his
concept of mentors as "growers" or role models. He acknowledged
perhaps not

I in 100, bother to build networks of effective

that'hot 1 in 10,

mentors to whom such young

people can be assigned" (p.169). Although Gardner's advice to "discover a fine mentof'
was interesting, he does not offer insight as to how this is done, neither does he explain
the importance or relevance of mentoring networks and the relationship this might have to
leadership or leadership development.

The index for Th"F Manaserial M],stique: Restoring Leadership in Business (1989),
by AbrahamZaleznik, contained one referenee to mentors and models in his 279 page

book. In a chapter discussing the corruption of power, Zalezrnk wrote 'Much is made of
mentorship in the preparation of leaders. But mentors appear usually long after

maturation" (p 176). His point is that a leader's personality is set early in childhood and
that leaders who learn correct standards and ideals early in life can benefit from mentors.
More telling than this passage is the fact that Zaleznik devoted an entire chapter of l9
pages to '?ersonal Influence," but not once did he mention mentors, mentoring or any

the equivalent terms such as coach or counsel.

of
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In The Classic Touch: Lessons in Leadership from Homer to Hemingwoy (1987),
authors Clemens and Mayer discussed the time tested lessons of leadership. They
chronicled leaders from ancient to modern times, surlmartzing the "art of leadership" for
each era. The index for this 198 page book made one reference to mentors. Citing the

works of Castiglione, the authors wrote 'T.{othing can be more important to a career than
the help of a mentor. But it is also true that nothing can destroy a ciileer more quickly
than choosing an inept mentof'

(p 94). The authors

cite two examples. The first to

reflect on the benefit of successful mentor is Philip, King of Macedonia and Alexander the

Great. The second example reflected on the failure of President Richard Nixon's
mentoring relationship with John DearU his legal counsel and mentee. Despite these
interesting perceptions on ancient as well as modern successes and failures of mentoring
relationships, this book offered no other understanding on the basic questions of this
study.

Finally, Don Frick and Larry Spears, authors of On Becomins a Servant Leader

(1996), reported on the private writings of Robert Greenleaf, father of the servant
Ieadership model. The index contained one reference to mentoring. In the context

of

"growing greatnes$" in managers, the authors described how mentoring must allow the
understudy, or protege, the freedom to explore, to gain experiences, to reach goals, In
essence, the authors are stating that greatness in managers'results when they are

'free' to

learn their own lessons. This book offered limited perception on ways a manager (mentor)

influences a protdge, but falls short of describing a mentoringJeadership link.

't4
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In summary, six leadership books offered support for the review questions. All
supported the first question that mentoring and leadership are linked, while some (Bennis,
1989; Clark

& Clark, 1990; Kouzes et al., 1992;Maxwe11, 1995) offered support that

mentoring was significant in leadership or career development. Finally, at least one book

(McCaII et al., 1988) reported that mentors serve as leaders and vice versa.
The other seveil leadership books that referenced mentors or mentoring were more

limited in context. Some authors (Bennis & Nanus, 1985; Clemens & Mayers, 1987;
Gardner, 1990; Clark et aI., 1992; Congers,1992;Frick

& Spears,

1996) wrote

of

mentors, but only in brief passages which did nothing to expand on how mentoring
impacts leadership or leadership development. Nevertheless, the references cited in the
Ieadership books, on the whole, offer positive support for all three research questions.

Mentorins Literature Results
Mentoring books were reviewed in the same mrurner as leadership books, except
that indiee$ were searched for the term leadership or leadership development. The term
manager was used as an equivalent for leader. A total

of

10 mentoring books, limited

to

business applications, were reviewed. Four references to leadership or leadership

development were noted. A review of these study matches follows.

In Mentoring at Work. Development4l RelaJionships_in Organizational Life (1985),
Kathy Kram detailed the impact that mentoring has on management development and
advancement. Kram wrote:
Relationships that support career development enable an individual to address
challenges encountered moving through adulthood and through an organizational
career....A supportive relationship between a younger and older adult in a work
context can enhance a younger individual's development...Relationships that
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positively contribute to both individuals' professional and personal growth are
essential from several perspectives. They ensure a high quality of worklife,..they
increase organizational effectiveness....and they [improve] an overall sense of wellbeing (pp.1 - 20).
Kram suggested that mentoring is critical to management development in several

ways. Mentoring functions fulfiIled two broad developmental functions: career and
psychosocial. Career functions included sponsorship, exposure and visibility, coaching,
protection and challenging assignments. Psychosocial functions included role modeling,
acceptance and confirmation, counseling, and friendship (p.23).

The following passage offers the most direct linkage between mentoring and
Ieadership development. Kram

wrote: "Through this challenging

assignments function an

individual develops essential technical and managerial skills through work that encourages
learning....Challenging work assignments not only provide important learning

opportunities for the young manager, but they also relieve the senior manager of specific
technical responsibilities" (p.

31).

As stated earlier, if the term leadership is treated as

equivalent to managing, then Kram's work suggests that mentoring is essential in
meaningful leadership development.

Margo Murray and Marna Owen, authors of Beyond the Myths and Magic
I

of

Mentorine: How to Facilitate an Effective Mentering Program (1991), wrote primarily
about ways to establish cost effective mentoring programs. They reported on seven higttly
successful mentoring progftrms, and the benefits these programs brought to organizations.

They detailed three typical benefits: the development of leadership skills, increased
employee versatility through cross training, and increased employee commitment to the

organization. Murray & Owen offer direct support for the first two study questions that
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leadership and mentoring are linked and that mentoring is a significant factor in leadership
development.
Michael Z*y, author

of

The Ment[or Conneglien: Strategic Allia4ces in Corporate

Life (1991), interviewed over 150 executives from Fortune 500 companies to explore their
views on mentors and the impact of mentoring. Regarding the subject of management
development, Zey wrote "one of the most fundamental benefits of the mentor relationship

to the organization is that it furthers management development by facilitating the transfer
of management skills from the senior to the junior member" (p. 99). Zey reported that
many managers felt that without mentoring, this 'transfer of managerial skills'might not
have ever occurred

. Zey also reported that mentoring benefited the organization

hy

accelerating the development of the prot6ge.
Zey reported specific ways that mentors teach the prot6g6s new skills. In the
teaching role he stated, 'the mentor imparts a feel for the job, a knowledge of the skills
needed to perform

it, and information on trends in the field. The mentor also shows the

protegd the best methods for managing people in the organization and the importance

of

support from below" (p.14).
Zey also reported extensively on women and mentoring. He described some of the
barriers women face, including problems with peers, perceptions by other managers and
mentors spouses, and senral innuendo. Zey concluded by stating'luomen face many
barriers, but there is evidence that mentoring is beginning to help women negotiate those
barriers and make their way up the organizational hierarchy''(p. 135).

In summary, Zey links mentoring tasks, such

as teaching,

directly to management

(leadership) development. He outlines ways that mentoring can benefit individuals as well
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as

orgffiizations. He also offers an understanding to trends in mentoring for women.

Zey's book offers support for all three of the study questions.
Chip Bell, author

of Manaeers as Mentors: Building

Partnerships for Learning

(1996), offers several perceptions as to the roles of managers as mentors. He wrote.
Perhaps the most contributive role of today's leader is that of mentor. Effective
leaders care about the competence of their associates. Successful leaders abhor
skill obsolescence and out-of-date tools and methods. They are always on the
lookout for ways to help associates grow. As mentors, they are also learners; they
learn with others and from others.....Effective leadership is a relationship of leaders
and followers who seek to honor their partnership by "learning over their heads."
Such leadership is practiced in its purest form in a mentoring relationship (p.19).

Bell (1996) cited several business trends of the 1990's, most notably the 'learning
organization', a term made famous by Peter Senge's book The Eifth Discipline (p. xi).
Bell writes that the focus of the learning organization is creativity. This, coupled with the
flattening of organizations, has elevated the task of mentoring for leaders. Bell wrote:
The old model of leader as authority and corporate parent has been and is being
altered to one of leader as $upporter, enabler even partner. As workers
increasingly demonstrate that they have the maturity and competence to operate
effectively with limited supervisiorl empoweffnent has become a necessity rather
than a fad. Leaders unable to let go of the reins of power are fast being replaced
by leaders who view their relatisnships with associates as being that of liberator,
barrier remover, facilitator, and mentor (p.xii).

In both passages, Bell is clearly linking mentoring to leadership, and leadership
development. He offers direct comments that leaders must serve as mentors, and vice
versa. Bell's book offers solid support for all three of the review questions.

In summary, four ofthe 10 mentoring books reviewed described the linkbetween
mentoring and leadership, as well as leadership development. The key points which
emerge in these reference$ ars that mentoring is essential for personal succsss

ffid,

ultimately, business success (Kram, 1985; Murray & Owen, 1988; 2ey,1991) and that

JI
mentoring is growing in importance to business (Zey,1991; Bell, 1996).

Leadershin and MeptorinsJqrl.qd,iqql4Newp AJqticle Bp$,FEs
To determine the potential mentoring-leadership link in periodicals and
newspaper$, several sources were examined. The keyrrord phrase used for the search was

the term "mentoring and leadership". For periodicals, this search was initially limited to
Business Week magaeine because

it was most representative of trends in business. Of 250

possihle issues, only seven matches were

found. All

seven were reviewed hut only one

contained a reference to any of the three study questions. The search was then expanded

to cover any periodical that matched the mentoring and leadership keyruord phrase search.
A total of l0 matches were identified, of which all are examined here.
Linda Himelson, in a Business Week article titled 'Breaking Through" (February,

lggT),reported that corporations are increasingly looking at mentoring as a means to
promote more women to executive positions. While she does not specifically link
mentoring to leadership or leadership development, Himelson strongly implies that in
order for women to gain more executive positions, they will need mentors. These
executive positions would surely include the role of leader, therefore, this article supports
a link between mentoring and

leadership. The remaining six Business Week articles

contained only references to leaders or leadership, or to mentoring, but not both, ffid were
therefore excluded from this literature review report.

In an American SpeectL Language and Hearing Association (ASH$ article titled
'Mentoring Fosters Leadership" (May, 1992), three leaders related stories of mentoring
experiences. Donald Tibbits, the last of the three, discussed his many mentoring
experiences throughout his

life. He closed with the following

comment.
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Mentoring has given me an opportunity to discuss issues in depth with an
enthusiastic, idealistic professisnal. It is a positive nurturing experience to be
associated with someone with extensive professional wisdom acquired over many
years of professional practice. Mentoring helps people nurture their own
leadership skills.

Tibbits offers direct support for the mentoringJeadership link, as well as the role
of mentoring in leadership development. He does not, however, offer any perspective on
the third review question.

In'?erspectives on Mentoring" (author unknown),

a LeaderShip and

Oryanization

Development Journal article (May, 1996), the primarily focus was on why leaders should
support mentoring. Issues of who benefits, fairness, and cross gender or cross racial
mentoring were discussed, but the key to this article is summarized in the following quote:
... leader-supported mentoring is a powerful tool, too often underutilized. It
complements and supplements other organizational, efforts and employee
socialization and development. Rather than an "all-or-nothing" viewpoint, the
argument is a more inclusive one which sees leader-supported mentoring as a
supplemental, not replacement, approach to building more effective, satisffing
orgaruzations.
Other articles point to the responsibilities leaders have to be mentors. An

Association Management article titled 'T-ending a Hand to the Leaders of Tomorrow"
(January, 1997) detailed the mentoring role in leadership. Randall R. Richards wrote:
As a newly elected leader of your organization, you're no doubt thinking of all
those goals that must be accomplished to advance the purpose of the organization.
You may not, however, be aurare of some responsibilities that are seldom
discussed: recruiting and mentoring the leaders of tomorrow... You became a
volunteer leader because someore in your association encouraged you - even just a
little - along your way to success. In turn, you now have a vital role to play in
ensuring that eapable, interested future leaders are identified and ensouraged along
the way... Another key factor of having effective leaders is effective mentoring.
This is another veiled responsibility, and a topic that is seldom mentioned.
Mentoring is needed, however, because good member-leaders are not born; they
must learn to become part ofthe dynamic process of creating change toward the
vision. I like to think of mentoring as a responsibility that involves growing and
encouraging other, less-experienced leaders. Since an organieation can only be as
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strong as its leaders, your success at mentoring can greatly impact the future of the
organization (p.35).

In an Amsn_qarl Eaqke.r article titled 'Mentoring Still Vital Factor in Developing
Talent" (February 1997), mentoring is described as vital in developing future talent. Carey
Gillam wrote:

In banking, the mentoring process is alive and well, functioning as an important
part of cireer advancement, with executives scouring the ranks for talent and
helping nurture those who succeed them... Many top-ranking executives credit at
least a portion of their success to the lessons learned and insight gained from
someone they identified as a mentor (p.5).

In an HRMagazine (April, 1997) article titled '?repared for the future: training
women for corporate leadership", author Michelle Martinez wrote:

Forward thinking companies that want to retain high performers, develop future
leaders, and secure a competitive worldorce are investing in mentoring programs
that help women and minorities flourish. Women make up 46 percent of the U.S.
labor force, yet only 10 percent of all corporate officers are women, Among the
Fortune 500, only one has a woman CEO (p. 80).

In a No{hwest Aiqlines WqrJd Traveler article titled '21* Century Mentoring"
(September, 1997), author Dan Weeks offered two perceptive points on the state

of

mentoring today. His first point was that mentoring is increasingly being driven by the
protege rather than the mentor. His second point was that a key opportunity for mentors
was the ability to work individually with the next generation of leaders, Larry Ambrose,

quoted in the same article stated, 'Mentoring can aid in increasing workplace diversity,
help with employee orientation, increase retention of talent, reduce turnover and help
develop future leadership -- but not all at once"

(p 34)
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FinaIIy, at least one researcher, Janice Joplin in a Psychologry Today (November,
1995) article titled'TIowNot to Become CEO," reported that mentoring "may actually
interfere with the acquisition of leadership abilities" ( p.12). After studyrng

gl

managers

and their bosses, Joplin reported that time is a critical factor in developing a mentoring

relationship, and that developing corporate vision is diffficult if

fuII".

'!our

social calendar is

Joplin reported that leaders who are often pressed for time may not be able to fulfill

their role as mentor or, by serving as a mentor, their leader roles may be impacted.
For the newspaper search, the same keywords phrases were used as for
periodicals. Numerous references were reported. However, on closer examination, all
contained references to leadership or mentoring, but not both. The one reference which
was identified is detailed here.
The lack of mentors for womsn, particularly women in management roles, was
featured in a Minneapqlis Star Tribune article titled "Stepping Up" (1997), by Sally Apgar.

Apgar's survey of women executives conducted in May 1997 found that 63yo of 101
local women executives indicated that the lack of mentoring was a very significant or
significant barrier to career development. What is particularly discerning about these
findings isthat they matchthose reported byKram (1985), Murray & Owens (1991), and
Zey (1991), and indicate not much has changed in many years. Without mentoring,
women will continue to see barriers in achieving leadership or career development.
Summarry
Three questions framed the literature review: did the literature describe a
mentoring-leadership link; was the mentoring-leadership link significant in career
development; and did the literature show that leaders had mentors or that mentors served

4t
as

leaders. Among leadership sources that described a mentoring-leadership link, many

cited mentoring as a common experience for most successful Ieaders (Bennis, 1989; Clark

& Clarh 1990; Kouzes & Posner,1992; Maxwell, 1995). Mentors helped

leaders by

showing them the ropes, or by being sponsors for an important project. Others wrote of a
mentors wisdom or skills as role models, helping leaders learn by avoiding mistakes.
Some mentoring problems were evident in leadership literature. Overdependence

(McCall, et. al,, 1988), and lack of mentors for women (Morrison, 1992) seemed to
indicate that mentoring relationship may be destructive for some, and limited for others.

Mentoring $ources were far more likely to contain leadership references than the
other way around. Mentoring sources centered on the benefits of mentoring, such as
personal or managerial skills development (Kram, 1985; Murray

l99l).

& Owens, 1991;Zey,

Like the techniques used by the leadership book authors, some mentoring books

authors surveyed executives as a mean$ of exploring the secrets of their success. Most
executives reported their mentoring experiences, and specific ways mentoring helped their
careers

(Zey,1991). At least one author @ell, 1996) reported the increasing importance

of mentoring for leadership development, especially in light of current business trends for
fl

atter, leaner or garuzations.
Nevertheless, the vast majority of leadership and mentoring books did not link

these concepts. When mentoring-leadership links were found, they tended to be limited
and did not specify how mentoring helped leaders or leadership development. One could
easily miss the importance of mentoring in leadership development in any ofthese
referenced works.
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Overall, there were several leadership-mentoring references in journals and news

articles. Most supported the point that mentoring is important to leadership development
(Tibbits, 1992; Gillam, 7997; Richards,1997; Weeks, 1997). Some inferred the same
importance of mentoring to skill development, but in terms of the impact on women

(Apgar,

1,997;

as harmful

Himelson, L997;Martinez,1997). Finally, the opposite view of mentoring

to leadership development (Joplin, 1995)

seem$

to indicate an open debate on

the value, but not the linkage, of mentoring and leadership.

In conclusiorq the findings of this literature search do not indicate widespread
reporting of the link between mentoring and leadership, nor broad reference to the link
between mentoring and leadership development. Of 66 books reviewed in this search,

only 17 books, or 25% indicated support for the review questions. If the seven leadership
books which merely mentioned the term mentor are excluded, the percentage drops to

15%. This is hardly an ovenryhelming endorsement of the leadership-mentoring link.
Journal articles, while offering eight references that link mentoring to leadership,
were equally inconclusive, considering that hundreds of periodicals were searched. Many

of the articles which did supporl the review questions occurred primarily in the last two
yeurs. Finally, eveil though both local newspapers devote specific sections to business
news seven days a weeh they contained only one article which linked mentoring and

leadership. This seems to offer little, if any, support from these sources for the review or
search questions.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
SURVEY RESULTS
Survev ,Structure

A thirty-nine (39) question survey (Appendix C) was developed for this study.
The purpose of the survey was to gain a better insight into the 'real world' experiences
those who have had mentoring and/or leadership experiences. The survey consisted

of

of

three sections: Part I contained thirteen (13) questions concerning "Views on Mentoring
and Leadership". Part

II contained twenty (20) questions relating to 'Mentoring within

Companyl0rgaruzation". Finally, Part

III contained six (6) demographic

a

questions.

A total of fifty (50) suryeys were distributed following the methodology described
in the Chapter
percent

3

. Forty-tw o $2) survsys

were returned for a response rate

(84%). The results of each question were

analyzed individually.

of

eighty-four

A quantitative

analysis was used for forced answer or multiple choice questions. For these questions, the

total percentage for each category or choice was calculated and charted. For narrative
questions, more analysis was required. Where common themes or responses emerged,
answers were categorized or grouped together. Percentages were calculated for these

group$, and charted accordingly. Except as noted, questions with fewer that four (4)
answers for a particular category were aggregated together

as'other'. The percentages

calculated for each response group were rounded to the nearest whole number, and in
some case$, added up to more than 100 percent. Question results are presented in

numerical order. All tables and figures reference the coffesponding question.
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During the final printing of the survey, the automatic numbering of the questions
began at question
labeled

five. Unfortunately, the surveys were distributed with two

"4". This error and the ramifications

questions

were discussed with the advisor and it was

agreed that all surveys were to be manually renumbered beginning with question

5. This

proved to be an aaceptable correction.

Survey Results; Part

I

Views on Mentg{il.r.g.+{rd Leadership
Of thirteen (13) Part

I

questions, the first four (4) were designed

to compare views

on mentors and leaders. Questions 5 and 6 explored the link between leadership and

mentoring. Questions 7, I and 9 examined the benefits or problems with mentoring.
Finally, questions 10, lL,12 and 13 probed potential negative factors in mentoring

relationships. For clarity, the question, the results, and the corresponding chart are listed
on the same page when possible.

For all charts, 'T.f:_" refers to the number of responses for that question. Since
42 surveys were returned, the normal value for N is 42. On some questions however,
respondents offered more than or less than one answer. The number of responses

for

these questions vary with the total number of responses for that particular question.
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Results of Ouestion
Question

I

I asked respondents

to describe the qualities of a mentor and to check all

that applied. This was a multiple choice question with the following options: experience,
knowledge, friendly, competence, insiglrt, leadership and other.
Experience was the most often cited quality at95Yo (39). Knowledge and insight

both rated 93yo (38) Competence followed at 85% (35) and friendly rated 73% (30).
Leadership and other rated 56Yo (23) each. There were a total of twenty three Q3) fill-in
comments; these were grouped as follows: teach/coach (4); communicator (3);
development of others (3); empathy (3); patience (3); approachable (2);

confident/trustworthy (2); integrity (2); share knowledge (2); and wisdom (2). Figure
illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 2
Question 2 asked the respondent to describe the qualities of a leader and to check
all that applied. This question was identical in format to question 1. Options included:
experience, knowledge, friendly, competence, insight, leadership and other.

Competence, at 98Yo (40), was the highest rated quality for a leader. Leadership,
at90Yo (37), rated second, followed by insiglrt at 88% (36), knowledge at 80% (33),
experience at 6S% (28), friendly at 4lYo (17), and other at38Yo

(16). There were

sixteen

(16) fill-in comments; these were grouped as follow$: communicator (5);
perspective/vision (5); trust/honesty (4); compassion (1); and wisdom

(1).

Figure 2

illustrates the results.
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Rqptrfts ,of ,Ouestion 3

Question

3

asked the respondent to circle the answer that best applied to their

idea of a mentor. The five (5) choices offered were: guides, organizes, motivates, resolves
issues and shares common goal vision.
Responses were in the following order: guides followers at 56Yo (25), motivates

others at l8% (8), shares conrmon goals at lSYo (6), organizes resources at 7oh
resolves issues af 2%

two answers,

and

(L).

(3),

and

One respondent chose three answers, one respondent chose

two respondents did not answer this question. These multiple responses

did not account for more than aZYo variation, therefore, they were included because the

primary category ranking was not affected. Figure 3 illustrates the results.
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Results of OueEtion 4
Question

4

asked the respondent

to circle the answer which best applied to their

idea of a leader. The same five (5) choices for question 3 were used for this question.

The choices were: guides, organizes, motivates, resolves issues and shares common goal
vrsl0n.
Responses were in the following order: motivates others at 49Yo {25), guides

followers at22Yo

(ll),

shares common goals at t4Yo (7), organizes resources atLzo/o (6),

and resolves issues at 4%

(2). All respondents

mswered this question, although three (3)

respondents selected more than one category. A1l three selected organizes resources and

motivates others, while two respondents selected guides followers and resolves issues.
These multiple responses did not account for more than a 3Yo variation, therefore, they

were included because the primary category ranking was not affected. Figure 4 illustrates
the results.
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Results of Ouestion 5
Question 5 asked the respondent whether there was a link between leadership and
mentoring in organizations. This was rr forced-choice question with the following five (5)
choices: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree.

Twenty-six percent (26Yo), or 11 respondents strongly agreed; 48oA (20) agreed; 12% {5)
neither agreed nor disagreed; and l4Yo (6) disagreed with the question. No respondents

strongly disagreed; all respondents answered this question. Figure 5 contains the results.
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Results of Ouestion 6
Question 6 asked the respondents if mentoring increased the likelihood of a

protdgd's leadership potential. This forced-choice question had the following five (5)
choices: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree

Twenty-one percent (2L%), or 9 respondents strongly agreed, 640/0 (27) agreed, 1,0% (4)
neither agreed nor disagreed, and 5% (2) disagreed with the question. No respondents

strongly disagreed, all respondents answered this question. Figure 6 contains the results.
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Results of Ouestion 7
Question 7 asked the respondent if mentoring benefits the mentor. This was a
forced-choice question with the following five choices: strongly agree, agree, neither agree

nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. Thirty-one percent (31%), or

13

respondents strongly agreed, 62% (26) agreed, 5% (2) neither agreed nor disagreed, and

2%

(l)

disagreed with the question. No respondents strongly disagreed; all respondents

answered this question. Figure 7 contains the results.
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Results of Ouestion
Question

I

I

asked the respondent to identify how mentoring may benefit the

mentor. The possible choices were as follows: value of experience, lasting contribution to
organizatioq financial benefit, personal satisfaction, professional satisfaction, does not
benefit the mentor, and other (explain), The respon$es were in the following order:
personal satisfaction rated 95% (40), value of experience and professional satisfaction tied
at 74Yo (3

l), lasting contribution to organrzation rated 60% (25), other rated 12% (5),

financial benefit rated 5% (2), and does not benefrt the mentor rated

l% (1).

The five other comments were as follows: self understanding & values

clarification; increase knowledge; comfort in assimilating into the organization; mentor
may (& usually does) learn fromthe protdge; and refines work, goals, etc.. Figure 8
illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 9
Question 9 asked the respondents what may be the disadvantages of a mentoring

relationship. The choices offered were: appearance of favoritism, selection criteria,
indebted to mentor, loss of independence, harassment or sexual harassment, none, and
other (explain). All respondents answered this question; several chose two or more
categories, for a total of 60 responses.
The results, in order, were: appearance of favoritism at 4Ao/o (24), none at lTYo

(10), other and selection criteria tied at lzYo (7 each), indebted to mentor atSo/o (5), loss
of independence atTYo ( 4), and harassment or sexual harassment at 5% (3). Four (a)

of

the seven (7) other comments were time; one (1) indicated it depends on if it is formal or
informal; one (1) indicated commitment level; and one

(l) indicated

dependency. Figure

9 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion lQ
Question 10 asked the respondents if mentors use favoritism to select protdgds,
The five (5) choices were: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and

strongly disagree. All respondents answered this question. Two percent (2%), or I
respondent strongly agreed,

2l% (9) agreed,4Syo (18) neither

agreed nor disagreed,24Yo

(10) disagreed withthe question, and lO% (4) strongly disagreed. Figure 10 containsthe
results.
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Results of Question I I
Question 11 asked the respondents if mentoring programs are unfair to those not
chosen for mentoring. The five (5) choices were: strongly agree, agf,ee, neither agree nor
disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree.

All respondents answered this question. Two

percent (2%), or 1 respondent strongly agreed, 5% (2) agreed, 52% (22) neither agreed

nor disagreed, 38% (16) disagreed with the questiorU and 2%

(l)

strongly disagreed.

Figure 11 contains the results.
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Results of Qrfp$tion 12
Question 12 asked if opposite gender mentor/protdgd modes lead to harassment or
sexual harassment. The five (5) choices offered were: strongly agree, agree, neither agree

nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. All respondents answered this question. No
respondents strongly agreed, 5% (2) agreed,

2l% (9) neither

agreed nor disagree d, 64yo

(27) disagreed, and lDyo (4) strongly disagreed. Figure 12 contains the results.
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Results of Ouestion 13
Question 13 asked ifprotdgds are indebted to mentors. The five (5) choices were:
strongly agree, agf,ee, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and strongly disagree. All
respondents answered this question. No respondents strongly agreed
29o/o

, l}Yo (4) agreed,

(12) neither agreed nor disagreed, 55% (23) disagreed with the question, and 7% (3)

strongly disagreed. Figure 13 contains the results.
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Srfrvey Rpsults Part
Part

II

II of the survey contained twenty (20) questions. This section examined

mentoring within a company or organization. Questions 14, 16, and 17 explored potential
beneflts of mentori.tg. Question 15, 17 and

l8

examined issues concerning same versus

different companies for the mentor and protege. Questions 19 through 26 explored types,
methods, involvement, and goals of mentoring programs. Questions 27 through 33
explored potential problems or benefits of mentoring programs.
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Results of Ouestion 14
Question 14 asked the respondents if mentoring benefits the company. The five

(5) choices were: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and strongly
disagree.

All respondents answered this question. Thirty-one percent (3I%), or

13

respondents strongly agreed, 62% (26) agreed, while 7% (3) neither agreed nor disagreed.

No respondents selected disagree or strongly disagree. Figure 14 illustrates the results.
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Bgsults of Ouestion 15
Question 15 asked if mentors should be in the same company as the protdge. The

five (5) choices were: strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, and
strongly disagree. All respondents answered this question. Five percent (SYo), or 2
respondents strongly agreed,l}Yo (4) agreed, 52% (22) neither agreed nor disagreed;

3l% (13)

disagreed, and 2%

(l)

25
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20
a
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g
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strongly disagreed. Figure 15 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 16
Question 16 asked the respondents how mentoring may benefit a company. The
choices were: meet corporate goals, meet mentor an#or protdgd goals, employee

development, example of successful partnerships, does not benefit the company, and

other. Respondents were asked to choose all answers that applied. All respondents
answered this question.

Employee development 98o/o (41) was the top response, followed by example

of

successful partnerships at 55Yo (23); meet mentor and/or protdgd goals at 55Yo (23); and

meet corporate goals at 50Yo (21) respectively. No respondents selected does not benefit

the company. Four (4) other somments were as follows: gives company a better
reputation, employee personal satisfaction & validation of principles, increases prot6g6's
commitment to organization, and creates relationship between various levels

of

organizations. The results are illustrated in figure 16.
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Results of

17A

Question 17 was a two part question that asked the survey respondent to explain
the benefits of mentoring in terms of whether or not the mentor and protdgd were at the
sttme or different companies. The

first part asked what were the benefits when mentors

and protdges were from the same company. Three (3) respondents did not answer this

section. The respondents offered

a

total of forty eight (48) answers. These were grouped

into five (5) general categories: common knowledge or culture 33% (16); conlmon goals'
31ya ( I 5); gain experience or productivrty I 5%

(7);

save time or

proximity 13% (6); and

easy communications 8% (4). The results of mentoring when both the mentor and protege

are from the same company are illustrated in figure 17.
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Results of Ouestion 178
The second part of this question asked what were the benefits when both the
mentor and protdgd were from different companies. Two (2) respondents did not answer

this section. The respondents offered a total of forty five (45) answers. These were
grouped into five (5) general categories. The benefit most cited was: new ideas or
perspective, with 64% (30). Other responses included: honesty 13% (6), less risk 9% (4),
Iess

bias/favoritism 6% (3), confidentiahty 4% (2) and no response (2). The results

Erre

illustrated in figure 18.
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Besults of Ouestioq 18A
Question t 8 was a two part question that asked the survey respondent to explain
the problems when the mentor and protege were from the same or different companies.
There were thirty two (32) responses for the first part of this question. The responses
were categorized into five

jealousy

l8o

conflict

ll% (4)

(5) areas. These were: favoritism 2l% (8), competition or

(7), mentor bias lS% (7), limited or narrow perspective 16% (6), and roll
Sixteen percent 16% (6) did not

respond. Figure

19 illustrates the

survey results when both mentor and protdgd are from the same company.
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Results of Ouestion 188
Part two of this question asked the respondents about problems when both the
mentor and prot6g6 were from different companies. Four (4) respondents did not answer

this section of this question. A total of thirty seven (37) responses were recorded. These
responses were grouped into four (4) areas: inability to relate to issues 35o/o (13), lack

of

time/ distance 30% (11), disclosure of secrets 24% (9), and different goals 5% (2). Two

(2) other comments were: lack of candor and process limits. Figure 20 illustrates the
results when the mentor and protdg6 are from different companies,
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Results of Oue{tion 19
Question t9 asked if mentoring should be formal, infbrmal or determined by
mentor and protdg6. All respondents answered this question; a total of fifty five (55)
responses were recorded.

A majority of 57% (31) felt that the mentoring proce$s should

be determined by the mentor and prot6g6. Twenty-five percent25Yo (14) selected

informal, while 18% (10) selected formal. Four (4) respondents chose all three (3)
categories; two (2) chose informal and mentor/protegd; and one (1) chose formal and

informal. These multiple responses did not account for more than aSYo variation,
therefore, they were included because the primary category ranking was not affected.

Thirty ttrree (33) comments were recorded. Of the four (4) respondents who
chose formal mentoring, respondent #16's comment was typical: 'Clear goalsl exceptions
should be defined

- shouldn't be

a casual friendship or another person in your

network."

Of those who chose informal mentoring, #34 stated a commoil eoncern "should be

voluntary." The largest group (Determined by mentor

and protdgd)

oftwenty four (24)

responses drew this typical comment: "They must establish a working relationship, so

whether it starts out as formal or informal, if becomes determined by the mentor and
protdgd (#33).* Figure 21 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion

2-0

Question 20 asked if the mentoring process should be mentor driven, protege
driven, both mentor and protege driven, or neither. All respondents answered this

question, Sixty-nine percent, 69% (29) indicated that the mentoring process should be
both mentor and protdge driven. Seventeen percent 17% (7) felt protdgds should drive the
proces$, while 12% (5) felt the mentor should drive the

process. One (1) respondent

selected neither the mentor or protdge driven. The results are illustrated in figure 22.
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Results of Ouestions
Question

2l

2_1

asked the respondent to describe whether they had formal mentorirg,

informal mentoring or no mentoring. All respondents answered this question. Informal
mentoring was thetop response at67Yo (31). Formal mentoring followed \Mith a rate

of

24Yo (11), while 9% (4) had no mentoring experiences. Three (3) respondents chose both

formal and informal. These multiple responses did not account for more than a TYo
variation, therefore, they were included because the primary category ranking was not

affected. The results are illustrated in figure 23
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Results of Ouestion

2?,

Question 22 asked the respondents if their company had a mentoring program.
One (1) respondent did not answer. The primary response was 'ho", with a total of 57Yo

(24). Thirty-one percent 3l% (13) reported '?es", while

lOYo (4) responded

'Don't

Knou/'. Respondent #1 offered the only comment "Informal, ad hoc". The results
illustrated in figure 24.
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Resu,l[s of Question 23

Question 23 asked what was the company's mentoring program focus. Nineteen

(19) respondents did not answer this question; however, a total of sixty six (66) responses
were noted. Employee development was the top response with 26% (17), while company
and individual benefit rated AOYI (13) and 17% (11) respectively. Leadership development

followed closely with 75yo, or l0 responses. Other responses'totaled 7% (6), including
orientation (5), and professional development

(1)

Figure 25 illustrates the results.
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Resul.tsgl Question 24
Question 24 asked that if the respondents' aompany had a mentoring program,
what was the purpose, goals, role, level of activity, etc. Thirty (30) respondents did not

m$wer this question. Of those that responded, answer$ were grouped into four (4)
themes. These wers: establishing relationships at 45Yo (10), employee development 23%
(5), orientation at l8% (4), and estabtsh goals

with 14% (3).

Some respondents'

selections were assigned to more than one category. These multiple responses did not

account for more than a 3o/o variation, therefore, they were included because the primary
category ranking was not affected. The results are illustrated in figure26.
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Results of Ouqstion 25
Question 25 offer the respondents in mentoring relationships two choices.
Respondents could indicate that both mentor and protdgd were in same aompany or in

different companies. Fourteen (14) respondents did not answer; one

(t)

respondent chose

both answers. This multiple response did not account for morethan a3Yo variation,
therefore, it was included because the primary category ranking was not affected.
Seventeen (17) respondents,

companies' option, while

or

59yo, chose the mentor and protegd from different

4l% (12) indicated the mentor

company. The results are illustrated

in figure 27
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Results of Ouestion,?f
Question 26 asked respondents in mentoring relationships to describe the
geographical proximity of the mentor and proteg6. Seventeen (17) respondents did not
answer this question. Of the twenty five (25) who responded, there were five (5)

categories. Nine (9) respondents, or 36Yo, indicated the same office, and nine (9), or
360A, also indicated less than

city, one

(l)

l0 miles. Five (5) respondents, or 20Yo, selected the same

chose the same state, and one (1) chose a different state. The results are

illustrated in figure 28.
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Results of Ouestion 27
Question 27 asked the respondents if mentoring was a useful experience. Six (6)
respondents did not answer this question. Of the

thirty six (36) responses, thirty three

(33) were yes, three (3) were no. The yes category was further divided into four (4)
categories. These were: growth/knowledge , or 27o/o ( 1 1), fulfillment/ development, or
24% (10), attain goals, or l4Yo (6), and other, at 14%

(6).

Ofthe six (6) who fell into the

other category, the responses were as follows. build courage, take risk
approaches, new perspectives

with no explanation

(3).

(1), new

(1), better understanding of organizational role (l),

Of the three (3) limited or negative respon$es, lack

of

commitment, under management change, and unclear goals were cited. Figure 29
illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestions 28
Question 28 asked the respondents to describe any negative experiences with

mentoring. Thirty one (31) did not respond. Ofthe eleven (11) who did, they were
grouped into four (4) categories as follows: four (4), or 36Yo, cited clearer expectations;
three (3), or 27Yo, said mentoring was not negative; two (2), or 18yo, indicated better
screening, and

two (2) or

20Yo, cited better planning. The results are illustrated in figure

30.
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Re+ults of Ouestion 29
Question 29 asked protdges how their mentor helped them. Twenty $even (27)
respondents did not answer this question. Thirteen (13), or

ZlYq responded with

leadership skills, twelve (12), or 79Yo, indicated job skills, ten (10), or 160/o, indicated
corporate knowledge, eight (8), or 13ort, chose corporate structure, eight (8), or 13o/o,
also chose career goals, seven (7),

or llyo, chose personal goals, three (3), or 5olo chose

other, and one (1) indicated mentoring was not helpful. For others one (1) indicated
company goals

(l), one (1) stated "sort

through professional issues", and one (1) selected

self esteem. Figure 31 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouesti-on 30
Question 30 asked if mentoring reduced the time spent learning new skills, tasks or

roles. Seventeen (17) respondents did not answer this question. Of the twenty five (25)
who answered, thirteen (13), or

52o/o, said no,

while twelve (12), or 48Yo, said yes. The

results are illustrated in figure 32.

Ilid Mentoring

Reduce Learning Time?

Yes
48o/o

No
52o/o

N:25
Figure 32

There were a total of

2l

comments for this question. Typical among the yes

respondents was the following comment: '?rovided guidance

& support" (#35). Of those

who selected no, a typical comment was "Increased time commitment and preparation"

(#23). Due to the importance of this question, all comments were included in the review
of this question in table I below. Note that number in the first column refers to the
respondent.
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Table

Yes
I
4

No

x
x
x

6

x

7

x

11

x

14

x
x

16

x
x
x
x
x

20
23

25

27
28
30

x
x

3l
32
33

35

39

42

Comment
Shared mistakes - therefore

5

77

No Response

I

x

x
x

x
x
x

I

reduced mine

Access to info increased and response time waiting for
info was decreased because of mentor
We only had 3 meetings so it was not real time
consuming. We did communicate through e-mail weekly.
Increased my motivation to learn more
Helps learning how to do them as is preferred in the
organization.
Helping me clarifr which skills to build, after identifying
those already learned
The mentor teaches you how to do it the first time.
I would have filled my time with "relaxing" anyway.
If it did, the lost time was more than offset by the benefits
of the time and effort spent on the mentoring process,
It was primarily done during non-duty periods.
Increased time commitment and preparation
Part of daily activities
It has been skill buildine
Reinforced learning & positive experience
Spent more time on protdgd - not significant however
Was a learning experience in and of itself
I'd rather "see" a serrnon - see the good in action
Learned the politics of the organization so could gauge
how to maneuver more quickly within the culture.
Teaching such intaneibles is the true value of a mentor
Provided guidance & support
If meant for mentors - then yes, time is always a rarel
scarce resource
I assume these are still for protdges (only) (questions 29
& 30)
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Results of Ouestion 31
Question 31 asked the respondent why they thouglrt mentoring programs may not
be widely used. There were fifty

two (52) responses because some respondent answers

fell into more than one category. The top reason cited for this question was lack of time,
rated at 42Yo

(21)

Lack of objectives, and unclear outcome benefits tied at 18% (9) each,

while l4Yo (7) indicated fear. Eight percent ( 8%) or four (4) respondents indicated eost,
two (2) respondents did not respond. The results are illustrated in figure 33.
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Results of Ouestion 32
Question 32 asked if mentoring helped the respondent advance in his/her career.

Thirty-five (35) respondents answered this question. Nineteen (19), or

54o/s said yes,

while sixteen (16), or 46Yo said no. The results are illustrated in figure 34.

Ilid Mentoring Help Career Advancement?

Yes
54o/o

No
46Yo

N=35
Figure 34

A total of twenty-two (22) comments were recorded for this question. Typical
among the yes response group was the following comment:

plus I was given Iots of responsibility at an early age that

'Yes - I gained confidence

I successfully

handled" (#28).

Of those who felt mentoring did not help advance their career, a typical comment was 'T.{o
- I changed careers, But it was a good experience." (#16). Due to the importance of this
question, all comments are included in table 2 below. Note that the number in the first
column indicates the respondent number.
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Table 2
Yes No No Respon$e Comment

5

x
x

6

x

7

I

x
x

11

x

72

x

4

Helped get project completed.
Yes, I had a more informal experience when I started my
career. A co-worker was very helpful and guided me
through many difficult situations.
Yes - it would have been easy to give up without that extra
eflcouragement.
As a mentoE associated myself with the protegds success
Yes, learned faster - helped with problems, broke down
barriers
I expect that it will - by helping me define clearly a next
career direction.
My mentor's in the past stressed teamwork, sharing of
knowledge, communication and the ability to share credit for
success.

x

13

l4

x

15

x

l6
t7

x
x

No, was never in a program.
Yes, I think so. It provided me a role model & help me
strive to be more like my mentor.
Yes, especially with politics in organizations & specific
"know how skills" in the business world.
No - I changed careers. But it was a good experience.
I received the best lessons on how to be strong, yet always
aompassionate & understanding while completing my
mission.

l8

x

l9
20

x
x

28

x

29
32

x
x

,}JJ

36

x
x
x

39

42

x

Yes - even in an informal setting, exposed me to more
opportunities and...
Gave me the experience to be in a leadership role.
It helped me achieve a greater sense of what I could
contribute; identi$,ing my own strong points and
refining/improving weak points.
Yes - I gained confidence plus I was given lots of
responsibility at an early age that I successfully handled.
Yes - but received very little
I learned what worked & what didn't by watching others - all
learning was considered informal mentoring
My career as a cofirmunity volunteer - yes!
Yes, for a time, I was promoted quicker as a result
As a mentor, though, I did enjoy meeting a person new to
the profession.
Yes - but I was the mentor
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Results of Ouestion 33
Question 33 asked if mentoring benefited leadership or leadership skills. Thirty

five (35) respondents answered this question. Thirty three (33), or 94Yo, indicated yes,
while two (2), or 6Yo, indicated no. Figure 35 illustrates the results.

Mentoring Benefits Leadership

Yes
94Yo

No
60/o

N:35
Figure 35

Atotal of 3l

comments were recorded. Among

the'!es" group, respondent # 4's

comment was typical 'T-eadership can be built on learning and mentoring facilitates

learning." Only two

responded

'ho" to this question, with respondent # 22 having the

most insight: 'T.{o, mentoring may benefit skills development and thereby help those with
vision to reach their vision hut it does not give vision, which, I believe, is the essence

of

Ieadership." Due to the importance of this question, all comments are listed in table 3.
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Tahle 3
Yes No
4

x

5

x

6

x
x

7

Comment

No
Response

Leadership can be built on learning and mentoring facilitates
learning.
Yes, when you are working w(ith) someone that needs
zuidance - leadership you develop those skills.
It can - if leadership is the career goal of a protdg6.
As a mentor - yes - helps to refine skills in dealing with others

l:1

ll

x
x

12

x

13

x

t4

x

9

Yes - reinforces what skills you want in your leaders.
Yes - builds confidence, insights, self knowledge
Leadership styles vary however successful leaders aceomplish
objectives by providing input to meet goals and objectives
usually with an increased sense of satisfaction. These skills
increase leadership ability. Successful mentors are successful
leaders.
It could. More info a leader has, the better he/she can do the
iob.

t5

x

16

x

t7 x

18

x

l9 x

20

x

2L

x

Certainly. Mentoring is about leadership. A good leader can
usually be an effective mentor.
Yes. Helps you listen, improves your other communications
skills, reminds you that we are all very much alike from a
human perspective - keeps you humble.
Yes. It helps develop leadership skills, & helps you evaluate
what you do and how to do it beuer.
Both - it develops prot6g6s for leadership positions while
mentor s using his/her skills, hopefully expanding them by
learning from the proteg6.
Yes - exposed me to various leadership situations. Provided
less threatening environment for learning. Less trial and srror
learning.
Leadership skills because it gives the mentor a chance to be in
a position of guiding/ motivating an individual when there are
no power struggles.
In order to be a mentor, you have to have achieved strong
leadership skills. By virtue of being a mentor, you must be a
leader first. Not every leader can be a successful mentor.
I think it can benefit leadership if the participants work
closely enough to observe & give direct feedback.
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Table 3 (Continued)
Yes No

L3

No, mentoring may benefit skills development and thereby
help those with vision to reach their vision but it does not
glve vision, which, I believe, is the essence of leadership.
It can do both. Depends on situation dynamics & variables,

x

22

Comment

No
Response

x

persons, place, timing.
2s

x

28

x
x
x
x
x

30
31

32

JJ

38

x
x
x

39

x

40

x

34
36

Yes - at higher levels of the organizatiorq provides for less
radical leadership style change as officers change
Yes as a reinforcement particularly early in career.
Yes. You learn more when you are teaching as a rule.
Allowed a chance to guide & provide advice/ help others.
Yes - one can learn the + - behaviors.
This is an odd question without an explanation of terms. I
learned leadership skills, but I also developed more
confidence in my leadership.

It

x

41

42

x

can.

Only if the mentor has the skills to role model & teach
Yes - you need to use good leadership skills in order to be a
good mentor.
Sure. I think I learned what is important to share and what
isn't. If leadership is a matter of motivation, leaders need to
know this!
Yes, if the mentor puts some emphasis on this, &lor the
protdgd sees that the mentor is leading/teaching in a way &
strives to do the same
Too soon to know
No data to know
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Surryev Results

Part

III of the survey contained

Part III

six (6) demographic questions. All were forced-

choice. Results of each question are detailed below. The questions sought information
about age, gender, ethnic origin, level within the organization, years with current
organization, and size of organization. With two exceptions on the ethnic origin question,
and one exception on the size of the organization question, all survey respondents
answered the demographic questions.
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Results of Ouestlon 34
Question 34 asked the respondents their age. The age group of 46 - 50 was the
highest at26Yo (11); followed by the 36 - 40 group atZL%

(9). Age group 4l - 45

constitutedlTYs (7), while age group 51 - 55 constituted la% (6). Age groups 25,26 -

30,31 - 35 and 56 -60 all constitutedS%(2). Overage 60 rated

2%(l).

Figure 36

illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 35
Question 35 was a gender question that asked that asked the respondents if their

were male or female. Twenty-five (25) respondents, or
female, whereas seventeen (17) respondents,

ar

4}o/o were

60yo

ofthe survey group were

male. Figure 37 illustrates the

results.

Gender

IFemate

Male

60%

40%

N:42
Figure 37
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Results of Ouestion_Qf
Question 36 asked the respondents to identify their ethnic origln, Ninety-five
percent (95%), or forty (40) respondents selected Caucasian; 5% (2) did not select one
the provided categories. One comment was recorded:

"I

resent this question

(#l)."

Figure 38 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 37
Question 37 asked the respondents to identiff their position in the company. All
respondents answered this question. Director level rated the highest at

33o (14),

followed by executives at 19% (8). Staffor administrative support, and other, both rated
17% (7), while entryleveU first line management rated 14%

(6). Three (3) respondents in

the other category indicated "sales". Figure 39 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 38
Question

3I

asked the respondents to identifu how long they had been $iith their

company. Twenty-nine percent had been with their company 6 years or less.. The 6 - 10
yea,r

group constituted 26% (1 1)., while the over 20 year group (>20) was third at lgYo

(8), followed by the t6 -20 year group at 14% (6). Finally, the 11 - 15 year group ranked

fifth at 12% (5). All respondents answered this question. Figure 40 illustrates the results.
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Results of Ouestion 39
Question 39 asked the respondents what was the size of their company. The top
response was the <500 group, with 44oh (18), followed by the >5000 group atZ{Yo (10).

The 1000-5000 group rated 22% (9), and finally, the 500-999 group rated l0% (4). One

(l) respondent did not answer.

4l

Figure

illustrates the results.
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SummarT

of

Survev Results

The survey wa$ developed to gain a better understanding of people's experiences
in leadership or mentoring roles. The mix of questions offered respondents multiple
opporhrnities to share specific opinions on their experiences. Several question$ were
structured with similar choices to allow better comparison. Although many questions
were skipped on some $urveys, the overall response within each survey, and the aggregate
results have provided more than enough information for an analysis. When respondents
chose mors than one an$wer, or their narrative responses overlapped more than one

category, the issue was identified and explained. Finally, with the exception of ethnic

origin, all other demographic respon$es appear within normal distribution ranges. The
final discussion and conclusions of the results continues in Chapter
Some study limitations were identified earlier in Chapter

5.

1. Similarly, some survey

limitations are now apparent. The most coilrmon obstacle to mentoring, from the survey
respondents view, was the perceived lack of

time. It is unclear who's lack of time was

being referred to. the mentor, the protdg6, or the company. Clarification of this question
could have broadened the understanding of why mentoring programs ssem limited.
The relatively high number of sross company mentor-protege arrrurgements was
another area that could have been more deeply explored. Some plausible suggestions
were offered in the analysis (pre-existing relationship that continued after a mentor or
protdgd transfer), however, the lack of survey inquiry leaves more questions than answers.
Understanding the basis for these intra-company arrangements could also lead to a hetter
understanding of mentoring dynamics.
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Another survey issue was the intent of questions 30,31, and32. The survey was
designed to elicit comments from aII respondents, however, several thought that these
questions were only to be answered by protdges (as noted by some written comments).

The stem for question 29 ('For proteges, did your mentor help you

with:')

seems

to have

implied to some respondents that questions2g - 32 were also only to be answered by
protegds.

A further area that lacked exploration in the survey was the recent trends of
protdge-initiated mentoring and peer mentoring. Current literature suggests both areas are
becoming more prevalent, however, no questions to test either concept were presented in

the survey.
When the survey wa$ designed, demographic information on age, gender,

nationality, company position, time with company, and company size were thought to be

useful. During the comparative analysis between the survey and the literature, it became
apparsnt that much of the demographic information was not pertinent or necessflry. In
practice, only the age and gen{er were useful to the analysis.
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CHAPTER F[VE:
ANALYSIS OF TEE SUR\IEY RESULTS
YERSUS THE LITERATURE REVIEW:
A COMPARISON

The survey was constructed to research five general themes about mentoring, and

how these may relate to leadership. The first theme concerned the qualities and ideas

of

mentors and leaders. The second, third, and fourth themes explored types of mentoring
programs, mentoring benefits, and mentoring problems, respectively. The final theme

of

the survey was to research the mentoring-leadership link. Each section compared an
analysis of the survey versus literature results. The analysis was grouped into five areas as

follows:

r

qualities and ideas of mentors and leaders (question$

l, 2, 3 and 4);

r types of mentoring programs (questions 15, 19 through24,25 and26);
r benefits of mentoring (questions 7, 8, 14, 16, 17,2'7,29,30

r problems with mentoring (questions 9 through

and 32);

13, 18,28 and

r link between mentoring and leadership (questions

3l);

5, 6, and 33).

The central premise of this study was to learn more about how mentoring and
leadership are

linked, Although scores of leadership and mentoring books were examined,

most did not report or identi$ a mentoring-leadership link. Mentoring books did contain
references that linked mentoring and management or leadership development, although the

focus was on mentoring benefits, mentoring structures, or gender issues.
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In contrast, the survey confirmed that mentoring is linked to leadership The lack
of mentoring prograrns, attributed to the perceived lack oftime in the survey results, needs
to be explored. Just as physical exercise benefits are widely known, the perceived reason

for not exercising is the lack of time. As we know, those who make time for exercise
become flt, whereas those who do not suffer more ailments and injuries, which limit the
quality time they have to enjoy

life. Similarly, mentoring benefits for companies,

leaders,

and protdges need to be explored as value added, not as time wasted.

Oualities and ideas of mentors and leaders:

A Comparison,qf Survev Results versus the Literature Review
Mentor and leader qualities were compa^red to determine what areas or traits might
overlap (figure 1). The most often cited quality for a mentor was experience (95%),
whereas the top quality chosen for a leader was competence

(98%). This suggests that

protdges choose mentors because they want to capitalne on the mentor's wisdom
(experience), whereas those who follow leaders want proficiency (competence). It is
interesting that 73o/o chose 'friendly' as a mentor quality, while only 4lo/o chose this same

trait as a leader quality. This may be due in part to the nature of the relationship
(mentoring is usually voluntary; leadership is usually involuntary). Similarly, g}yo felt
leadership was a desirable trait for leaders, but only 56% chose this trait for mentors. This
suggests that at least half those surveyed felt leadership qualities are desirable in mentors,

but not a necessary requirement.
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The relatively close response levels (<12% difference) for insight, knowledge, and
competenae for mentoring and leadership qualities, suggests these traits are equally

important for mentors and leaders. All three qualities would well serve the mentor or
leader in their respective roles. The overlap of mentor and leader qualities extended

beyond the survey offered choices. Fill-in responses for both questions contained three
overlapping qualities: communicatiorq honesty, and empathy, These points seem to
indicate that these traits extend to both mentors and leaders.
Leader and mentor qualities, reported in the literature, also supported the suruey
results in general. For example, coillmon qualities for leaders included communications,

integrity, trust and vision (Bennis and Nanus, 1989; Clark, et. al., 1992). For mentors,
common qualities cited were acceptance, insight, and knowledge (Kram, 1985; hey,1991;

Lee, 1996). Common qualities for leaders and mentors were present in both the literature
and survey results. This suggests the roles of leaders and mentors overlap, offering some

support for the hypothesis.
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When suryey respondents were asked to choose an action term to describe leaders
and mentors, similarities were again noted. For leaders, the most common action values
chosen were: motivate others (48%); guide followers (22%); and share coilrmon goals

(14%). For mentors, the top responses were; guides (55%);motivates (18%); and shares
cofirmon goals

(14%). Figure 2 illustrates

a comparison of action values

for leaders

versus mentors.
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Interestingly, the secondary roles for leaders and mentors were reversed: leaders
guide followers; whereas mentors motivate others. The close rating (<l% difference) for
the third most cited role, shares coflrmon goals, offers more support that the roles for
leaders and mentors ttre viewed as similar. Some leadership sources included motivation
as one of the key responsibilities

for leaders @ennis, 1989; Kouzes and Posner, 1992;
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Maxwell, 1995). Mentoring literature sources reported that guiding a protege is a primary
role for mentors (Ifuaffr, 1985; Zey,199l).

In all questions involving mentor or leader qualities, the results, in both the survey
and literature, support a mentoringJeadership

link. Leaders and mentors share common

qualities and traits, although the focus may be different. The most important point,
however, is the traits and qualities of both Eroups overlap, offering support for the
hypothesis.

Tvnes of mentorine nrosralns:

A Compari$pn of Suruev Results vensus the Literature Review
The survey also examined several aspects of mentoring progrirms, and how these
may affect any potential link between mentoring and leadership. Key areas explored
include formal versus informal programs, who should drive the mentoring process, and

how goals, focus or purpose of mentoring programs were defined.
When asked whether mentoring should be formal, informal or determined by the
mentor and proteg6, over half (57%) chose determined by the mentor and protdge, and
one

fourth(25%) chose informal. Only one in five (18%) chose formal. This implies that

rnost respondents felt a strong personal element

to a professional arrangement. When

respondents were questioned about their personal mentoring experiences, most (67%)

indicated informal mentoring, while some Q4%) had participated in formal mentoring.

the self-determined group were interpreted as informal, then a clear majority (82%)
indicated a desire for less than formal arrangements.

If
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These results were not readily apparent in the literature. Some noted that many

large companies (Bell Laboratories, Federal Express, and the Federal Executive
Development Program) have formal mentoring programs (Kram, 1985; 2ey,1991).
Indeed, both Kram and Zey reported heavily on formal mentoring progrirms, while recent

works point more towards informal mentoring trends (Bell, 1996; Richards, 1997; Weeks,
1997)" Bell and Weeks hoth suggested that mentoring need not be formal or arranged.
While the literature did not report any information on who should drive the
mentoring process, the survey respondents offered many opinions about this matter. A

majority supported the premise that the mentoring proce$s was best if driven by both the
mentor and protege. For those who selected mentor and protdgd driven plans, some
comments suggested that mentoring, and not the structure, was more important. "Can
start with (formal or informal) and move to (formal or informal) (#6)." Of those who
chose informal, some respondents commented on mentoring as a natural event: 'Tlappens

anyway - employees seek out what they don't have (#33)." Of those who chose formal,
comments centered on the need for clear goals: "Clear goals/ exceptions should be defined

- shouldn't be a casual friendship or'another person in your network'(#l6)".
Concerning formal mentoring programs, respondents, by a 2:1 margin, said their
company did not have a program. This correlates with the previously discussed survey
results indicating mentoring was predominately informal and voluntary. While many in the

literature reported on formal mentoring programs, none offered insight as to how many
organizations had formal programs (Phillips-Jones, 1982; Kram, 1985; Zey, 1991). For
survey respondents whose companies had formal mentoring programs, one fourth (25%)
stated that leadership development was a program

goal. At least two recent literature
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souraes reportsd the importance, but not the likelihood, that mentoring was a significant
element in leadership development (Richards, 1997; Weeks, 1997). Essentially, the survey

results highlight a leadership link not apparent in the literature.
The final question, concerning the types of mentoring programs, centered on
whether the mentor and protdgd should be from the same or different companies. Over
half (52%) were neutral on this issue, while a third (33%) either disagreed or strongly
disagreed, and less than a fifth (15%) agreed or strongly agreed. When asked about their

specific arrangement, a majority of the 29 respondents (59%) in mentoring relationships
stated that the mentor and protegd were from different companies. Interestingly, one

respondent indicated same state/ different cities, and one respondent indicated different

states. These results suggest that mentors and protdges need not be from the same
company or, for that matter, the same state. Only Kram (1985) and Zey (1991) loosely
suggested this concept by referring

to 'networking'. Mentoring from

a distance, as at

least a few respondents indicated, implies that at least some are willing to go to great

lengths to maintain a mentoring relationship.
When mentors and protege$ are from the same company, it is reasonable to discern
that the mentor will impart some leadership values of that organization to the protdg6. On
the other hand, when the mentor and protdgd are from different companies, the ideas
imparted to the protdge may spur new or creative leadership approaches not found in the
protegds organization. The fact that a majority of the survey respondents indicated that
the mentor and protege were from different companies may be due to a variety of factors.

Two possibilities are offered: first, it could be that the protdgds' companies were small or
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that there was not enough mentors; or second, the mentoring relationship began in one
company, and either the mentor or protegd moved to another company.

In summary, three points emerged from the analysis of types of mentoring
programs. First, most respondents preferred informal mentoring driven by both the
mentor and protdge. Second, Ieadership development was cited by some as a specific
goal for those companies with formal mentoring programs. Finally, mentors and protegds
are more likely to be from different rather than the same companies. Collectively, these

points suggest mentoring tends to be mostly informal, and that leadership development can
be a tangible program

goal. It is also apparent that formal mentoring,

as reported in the

literature, lags far behind real world experiences, and that mentors appear to exert
influence even when they are in difFerent companies, areas, or states.

Benefits of mentorins;

A,Comnarison of Survev Results versus the Literature Review
Many in the literature reported on the benefits of mentoring (Kram, 1985; Murray

& Owens,

1991

;Zey,l991; Bell, 1996). All spoke specifically about mentoring's benefit

on management development. Kram (1985) identified the hroadening of technical skills;

Murray & Owens (1991) identified cross training skills; andZey (1991) reported on the
positive example that mentoring relationships demonstrate in companies. The survey
results on the benefits of mentoring paralleled the literature results. Of specific interest to

this research was to determine whether the benefits of mentoring extended beyond the
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prot6g6. When asked if mentoring benefits the mentor and the company,

or

93o/a agreed

strongly agreed on both points. Figure 9 illustrates the results.
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For mentors, the top benefits iderrtified were personal satisfaction, value of the
experience, professional satisfactiorU and lasting contribution to the organization.

fu

a

mentor's experience grows, they have more knowledge and skills to share. When a
mentor's personal and professional satisfaction increases, they become more effective in

their organaational role. Finally, the high rating of leaving a lasting contribution to the
organization implies that the knowledge and/or skills a mentor transfers to a protdse,
leaves a lasting benefit to the organization.

For companies, the top benefit cited was employee development, followed by
examples of successful partnerships, reaching mentor/ prot6gd goals, and reaching

corporate goals. As suggested earlier, leadership development is a subset of employee
development, therefore, mentoring benefits to a company include leadership development.
The fact that many companies do not have mentoring programs underscores the point that
they do not realize the benefits they are missing, especially for leadership development.
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Although mentoring benefits for protegds were widely reported, the survey asked
respondents to identify specific benefits. Three specific benefits were

noted: employee

developmefi Q6%), leadership development (17%), and employee fulfillment (12%).
Both Kram (1985) and Zey (1991) referred to this as management development. At least

two recent literature sources commented on the leadership development henefits of
mentoring (Bell, 1996; Gllam, 1997). Bell reported that current trends towards flatter
organizations requires novel ways to promote leadership development, including

mentoring. GIIam stated successful leaders point to the leadership lessons they learned
from their mentors. Both the survey and literature results suggest a key protegd benefit
from mentoring is leadership development.

When asked if mentoring reduced the time spent learning new skills, tasks, or
roles, the results were mixed. While 29Yo ofthe respondents said yes,31% said no. At
least three respondents who

chose'ho" gave positive comments; "Increased my

motivation to learn more (#6)"; "It has been skill buildins (#27)"; "Was a learning
experience in and of itself
responses, therefore,

it

(#31)".

These three comments appear to be false

seems reasonable

'no'

to ttssume that most survey respondents felt that

a specific beneflt of mentoring was the reduced time needed in learning new skills, tasks,

or roles. Two literature sources reported mentoring accelerated the prot€gds acquisition

of skills or knowledge (Kram, 1985; 2ey,1991).
One final area, concerning the benefits of mentoring, explored the impact on caresr

development. When asked if mentoring helped respondents advance in their careers,

a

majority (45%) responded yes, expressing more opportunities, better learning, role model
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examples, and a greater understanding of the organization. One respondent said: "Gave
me the experience to be in a leadership role

(#19)". Similar findings were reported by Zey

(1991) In studying 500 successful executives, Zey (1991) noted that nearly all the
executives had had mentors, and that these executives identified mentoring as key to their
QAreer success.

While the broad benefits of mentoring have been known for some time, most
literature sources tended to focus on the specific benefits for the protdg6. What is
apparent from the survey results is that the mentor and organization also benefit. Whether

formal or informal,

s{Lme

or different companies, or from the mentor, the protdg6, or the

company's perspective, the survey results consistently identified the positive effects

of

mentoring. Finally, and more to the point of this study, $urvey results support the premise
that leadership development is a benefit of mento.iog, offering more evidence that
mentoring and leadership are linked.

Pfoblqms of mentorine:

A Comparison of Surryey Results versuq

th,e

Litprature Review

The sunrey also explored whether there were any negative aspects of mentoring

with a purposeful look at how, if any, these aspects could affect leadership or leadership
development. Despite the overwhelming benefits attributed to mentoring, problems do

exist. Questions of dependency, favoritism, gender conflict, indebtedness, peer
resentment, and sexual harassment were noted by several literature sources (Kram, 1985;

Murray & Owen, 1991; Zey, 1991; Apgar, 1997).
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When survey respondents were offered several specific mentoring disadvantages,
most cited the appearance of favoritism (40%), followed by no disadvantage (17yo),
selection criteria and time commitmerrt (lTYo each), indebtedness to mentor (BYo),
dependence (6%), and harassment

(5%). When viewed by the survey respondents gender,

the results were essentially equal: the male to female results for favoritism were 13 to 1l;

for no disadvantage, 4 to 6; for selection criteria, 4 to 3; for indebtedness, 3 to 2; for
dependence,

I to 3; and for harassment, I to 2. Literature

sources described other

problems, namely bias, dependence, jealousy, lack oftime, perceptions of favoritism and
senral harassment (Kram, 1985; Bennis, 1989; Murray and Owens,

l99l; Zey,199l).

Kram (1985) further defined gender prohlems in terms of internal versus external
relationship perceptions. Internal problems included misperceptions about boundaries,

intimacy, and stereotypes. External problems included public awareness of the
relationship, and peer resentment. Essentially, Kram reported the same types of problems

identified by the survey respondents. At least one major differencs wa$ noted between the
literature and the survey. While both Kram (1985) andZey (1991) reported extensively
on the potential for senral harassment, the survey respondents did not report this as a

minor, let alone a major problem.
Because favoritism and selection criteria could be viewed as practical problems
faced by either men or women,

two survey questions sought the respondents views. When

asked if they agreed or disagreed that the appearance of favoritism and selection criteria

were issues faced by protegds, a clear majority rejected both. Figure 4 compared these
results.
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Seventy-six percent ofthe respondents (13 men and 19 women) were neutral,
disagreed, or strongly disagreed that mentors used favoritism

to select protdgds. By

an

even wider margin, 93% (15 men and24 women) felt that not being chosen for mentoring

was not an issue of fairness. The results show that regardless of gender, most survey
respondents did not view favoritism or unfairness as issues that impede mentoring

programs. All three issues were noted as problematic in the literature review (Kram,
1985; Murray

& Owens, l99t'Zey,1991).

Like the questions on favoritism and fairness, respondents also identified
indebtedness, and harassment or sexual harassment, as mentoring problems. While
indebtedness may be problematic for all protdgds, harassment or sexual harassment is

typically a more critical issue for women. When respondents were asked specifically

if

they agreed or disagreed that prot6g6s were indebted to or harassed by mentors, most
disagreed. Figure 5 compared the results of these two survey questions.
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Fully 95% (16 men and24 women) rejected the statement that mentoring led to
harassment or sexual harassment. Still, the issue is of some eoncern, as

two survey

respondents ( I man and 1 woman) agreed that harassment or sexual harassment was a

problem. Again" the literature indicated that harassment or sexual harassment was a real
concern in mentoring relationships for women (Kram, 1985; Murray & OwerU 1991

;Zey,

1991; Apgar, 1997). Although the literature raised concerns about dependence, fairness,
and harassment, a clear majority of survey respondents did not support these fears.

The question of indebtedness, although intended to determine if the survey
respondents felt they owed the mentor a return favor, could also be viewed as a form

gratitude. Since

9Ao/o

of

(15 men and23 women) rejected the statement that proteges were

indebted to mentors, it could be interpreted that the respondents understood this as a
question of returned favors rather than lack of gratitude.
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What were the problems cited when the mentor and protegd were from the same
company, or different companies? For those in the same company, the problems most

often cited were hias, favoritisnr, and jealousy. When the mentor and protegd were from
different companies, the key concerns centered on different goals, disclosure of secrets,
inability to relate to issues, and lack of time or distance. These results suggest mentoring
relationships can have problems, whether or not the mentor and protdgd are in the same or

different companies, although these problems could be different in nature. No parallels for
this issue were found in the literature.

Two final survey areas that explored potential problems with mentoring asked
about negative mentoring experiences, and why the use of mentoring programs appeared

to be limited. A clear majority of 89Yo (13 men and 22 women) did not report any
negative mentoring experiences, while those who had negative mentoring experiences
suggested better planning, better screening, and clearer expectations as ways to improve

the process.
When asked why mentoring programs were not more widespread, both women
and men equally reported alack

oftime (42%). Other

issues included lack of objectives

(18%), lack of specific benefits (18%), hieh costs (8%), and fear (14%). Interestingly,
more men than women cited costs (two of three), whereas more women than men cited
fear (five of seven). The cost factors involved in mentoring programs could cause
businesses

to view mentoring as a low priority. However, the fear factor cited by the

survey respondents seems puzzling. One respondent commented on the "fear of success

(#3)", while another stated *'some leaders are afraid the protdgd will 'outshine' them and
advance faster

(#12)".

One possible reason that more women than men cited fear may be
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due to women's sensitivity in not wanting to offend others by 'outshining' them. No

information was evident in the literature as to the reasons for the lack of mentoring
progrirms.

In summary, of the problems associated with mentoring, survey respondents did
not see favoritism, overdependence, or sexual harassment as major issues, although all
three were cited in the literature. Also, while problems of mentoring relationships for
those within the same company and different companies were minimal, they were apparent
in both alternatives. Interestingly, a vast majority (S9%) did not identify any negative

mentoring experiences. This may be due to the fact that the majority of the survey
respondents were involved in informal, voluntary relationships. Finally, the lack of time
seemed to be the primary reason that mentoring was not more widespread, although

it was

not clear as to whether it was the mentor or protdge who lacked the time.

In all of the questions that explored problems with mentoring, none indicated
problems with leadership or leadership development. Some mentoring problems noted in
the literature were also identified by survey respondents; however, most respondents did

not feel that mentoring was problematic. This was also true of the literature, in that most
of the focus was on benefits, not problems, In this sense, the literature and the survey
results are congruent. Mentoring is largely beneficial for all, but it is not without pitfalls.

Mentoring - Leadership link:

4 Comparison of Survev

Resultp versus the Literature Review

The mentoring-leadership link was explored in three survey questions. First, did
respondents link mentoring and leadership; second, did respondents view mentoring as
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beneficial to a protdgd's leadership development; and finally, did mentoring benefit
Ieadership or leadership development. The first

two questions were presented

as agree

or

disagree questions in the survey; therefore, they were combined for comparison. Figure 6

illustrates this comparison.
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Both questions were designed as a direct test of the hypothesis. While a majority
(76%) of the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that leadership and mentoring are
linked in organizations, an even larger percentage (88%) felt that mentoring increased the
protdgd's leadership potential. No gender differences were noted for either que$tion. The
strong affirmation on both questions indicates that survey respondents saw a link between

mentoring and leadership.
These results also suggest the survey respondents saw a greater link between

mentoring and leadership than was reported in the literature. Although several literature
sources spoke of the mentoringJeadership

linh the vast majority of leadership

and

mentoring literature made no c,onnection at all (Kram, 1985; Bennis, 1989; Murray
Owens,

l99l;Zey,l991; Kouzes & Posner,

&

1992; Ma:rwell, 1995; Bell, 1996). This was
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true of past as well as recent books. In essence, these questions support one major point
of this study: in practical terms, those who have had mentoring experiences view
mentoring as an important and related function of leadership and leadership development
Conversely, one could read dozens of books on leadership or mentorirg, and not deduce
that these concepts are linked in a beneficial sen$e.

The last of three survey questions used to test the hypothesis was in narrative

form, designed specifically to solicit the respondents views on how mentoring benefits
leadership or leadership development. Of the 33 respondents (75%) indicating yes to this
last survey question, the comments demonstrated strong support for the hypothesis.

Of

the two respondents who answered no, one indicated it was to soon to know, and one
indicated that mentoring can help only if the leader has vision.

Many of the comments from those who responded yes suggested strong support

for the mentoring-leadership link. For those answering yes, most of the comments were

as

follows: "Yes - reinforces what skills you want in your leaders. (#9)"; 'T-eadership styles

vflI], however successful

leaders accomplish objectives by providing input to meet goals

and objectives usually with an increased sense of satisfaction. These skills increase
Ieadership

ability. Successful mentors are successful leaders, (#12)"; "Certainly.

Mentoring is about leadership. A good leader can usually be an effective mentor. (#14)";

'Yes. It helps develop leadership skills, &

helps you evaluate what you do and how to do

it better. (#16)"; and'Yes - sxposed me to various leadership situations. Provided
threatening environment for learning. Less trial and error learning. (#18)".

less

Lt2
Many other comments were supportive

"It

ean -

if leadership is the career goal of a

proteg6".(#6); "it develops proteges for leadership positions while mentor using his/her
skills, hopefully expanding them by learning from the proteg6. (#17)"; and "In order to be
a mentor,

you have to have achieved strong leadership skills. By virtue of being a mentor,

you must be a leader first. Not every leader can be a successful mentor.(#20)".
Essentially, the encouraging comments of many of the survey respondents
validates the basic hypothesis of this study. The hypothesis of this study was that there is
a strong link between mentoring and leadership, but current literature does not seem to
accentuate this

link. The responses confirm mentoring benefits skill development at a

minimum, arrd for a majority, mentoring benefits leadership development as well.
Regardless of age or gender, the respondents clearly reported a link between mentoring
and leadership. Indeed, in the three direct survey questions concerning the mentoringleadership

link, respondents overwhelmingly supported the view that mentoring benefits

leadership and/or leadership development. Despite the limited findings of a mentoringleadership link in the literature, the survey results offer strong support for the hypothesis.

Summary

Both the literature and survey reported common qualities and ideas for leaders and
mentors. Both noted formal as well as informal mentoring prograrns, and both the
literature and suruey revealed numerous mentoring benefits. Differences between the
literature and survey results were noticeable. Most importantly, the literature did not offer
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any direct support that mentoring and leadership were linked, whereas the survey clearly

linked these concepts.

Similarly, the literature reported extensively on problems of cross gender
harassment and over dependence on mentors, however, the survey results did not bear

out the same. Finally, much of the survey results, mirrored information found in the
literature: informal mentoring is more prevalent than formal mentoring; mentors and
protegds need not belong to the same organization; benefits of mentoring extend to the
mentor and company as well as to the protdge; and the benefits of mentoring far outweigh
the problems.
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Part

l.

I:

Views on Mentoring and L,Fade[Fhip

Describe the qualities of a mentqr. (Check all that apply)
Experience
Knowledge
Competence
Insight
Other (Fill In)

Friendly
Leadership

2. Describe the qualities of a lefld-er. (Check all that apply)

Experience
Competence

Knowledge
Insight

Friendly
Leadership

Other (Fill In)

3.

Please circle the answer that best applies to your idea of a mentor.
a. Person who guides followers to attain a common goal.
Person who organizes resources to attain a common goal.
Person who motivates others towards a eornmon goal.
d. Person who resolves issues to attain a common goal.
e. Person who shares a cofirmon goal vision with others.

b.
c.

4" Please circle the

a. Person
b. Person
c. Person
d. Person
e. Person

answer that best applies to your idea of a leader.
who guides followers to attain a eornmon goal.
who organizes resources to attain a corrmon goal.
who motivates others towards a cofirmon goal.
who resolves issues to attain a common goal.
who shares a coilrmon goal vision with others.

5. There is a link between leadership and mentoring in organizations.
Strongly
Agree

6. Mentoring
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

increases the likelihood of a protdgd's leadership potential.

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

7. Mentoring benefits the mentor.
Strongly
Agree

Agree
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8.

How may mentoring benefit a mentor? (Choose all that apply)
a. Value of experience
b. Lasting contribution to organization

c. Financial benefit

d. Personal satisfaction
e. Professional satisfaction

f.

g.
9.

Does not benefit the mentor
Other (explain)

What may be the disadvantages of a mentoring relationship? (Choose allthat apply)
a. Appearance of favoritism
b. Selection criteria
c. Indebted to mentor
d. Loss of independence
e. Harassment or sexual harassment
None
g. Other

f

10. Mentors use favoritism to select proteges.
Strongly Agree
Neither Agree

Agree

1

Disagree

nor Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1. Mentoring programs are unfair to those not chosen for mentoring.

Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree

Neither
nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

12. Opposite gender mentor/protege modes lead to harassment or sexual harassment.

Strongly Agree
Agree

Agree
Disagree

Neither
nor

13. Proteges are iudebted to mentors.
Strongly Agree
Neither Agree

Agree

Part

II:

Disagree

nor Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mentorins within a Comnany/Orsanization

14. Mentoring benefits the company.
Strongly Agree
Neither Agree

Agree

1

Disagree

5. Mentors

Disagree

nor Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

should be in the same company as the protege.

Strongly Agree
Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree
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16. How may mentoring benefit a company? (Choose all that apply)
a Meet corporate goals
b Meet mentor an#or protdge goals
c

d
e

f
17

Employee development
Example of successful partnerships
Does not beneflt the company
Other (Explain)

. What are the benefits when both the meutor

a, Same company

b.

and prot6ge are from the:

Different companies
Explain

18. What are the problems when both the mentor and protdge are from the:

a.

Same company

b.

Different companies
Explain

19. Should mentoring be: (Explain)

a. Formal
b. Informal
c. Determined

by mentor and protdgd

20. The mentoring process should

be:

a. Mentor driven
b. Protege driven
c. Both mentor and protege driven
d.
21.

Neither mentor or protege driven

Select the example which best describes your experience
a. I had/have a formal mentoring experience
I had/have an informal mentoring experience
I have had no mentoring experience

b.
c.

22. Does your company have a mentoring program?
a. Yes (If yes, is a copy of the program available?)
b. No
c. Don't know
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23. What is/are the company's mentoring program focus? (Choose all that apply)

a. Employeedevelopment
b. Employee fulfillment

c.

d.
e.

f.

Company benefit
Individual henefit
Leadership development
Other

24. If your company/orgaruzation

has a mentoring program, please describe the purpose,

goals, role, level of activity, etc.

25. I am in a mentoring relationship:

il.
b.

Mentor/protegd are in same company or organization.
Mentor/protege are in different companies or organizations.

26. If you are in a mentoring relationship, describe the geographical proximity of the
mentor/protege
27

. Is/was mentoring a useful experience?

Why or Why Not?

28. If mentoring was a negative experience, please explain what could have been
improved.
29. For protdges, did your mentor help you with: (Choose all that apply)

a. Corporate/organi zation knowledge
b. Corporate/organization structure
c. Job skills
d. Leadership skills
e. Career goals
f. Personal goals
g. Mentor was not helpful
h. Other (Explain)
30. Did mentoring reduce the time you spent learning new skills, tasks or roles?
(Explain)

a. Yes
b. No
3l. Why do you think mentoring programs may not be widely used?
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32. Did mentoring help you advance in your career?

33. Does mentoring benefit leadership or leadership skills?

Part

III:

Demosranhic Information

34. What is your

age? (Circle one)

<25

26-30

31 - 35

36-40

46-50

51-55

56-60

>60

35. Are you:

a.

Male

b.

41-45

Female

36. What is your ethnic origin?
AfricanAmerican
37

.

AsianAmerican

Caucasian

Hispanic

Other

What is your position in the company/organization?
a. Executive or top management
b. Director level or mid management
c. Entry level or first line management
d. Staffor administrative support
e. Other (

38. How many years have you been with your company/organization?
<6

6-10

lt

-

15

>20

16 - 20

39. What is the size of your company/organization?
<500

500 - 999

1000 - 5000

>5000
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REQUEST F',OR APPROVAL F',OR THE USE
HUMAN SUBJECTS IN RESEARCH
Social and Behavioral Sciences
1.

Project Title:

(use same

title

as grant apiplication,

OF'.

if applicable)

Leadershiu/ Mentorin s Connection
2. Principal

John

(first

w

Hurst

last

mi

Telephone number

(612) 73s -0394

College department name

Master of Arts

Investigator' s address

degree)

(For IFB Use Only)

in

#-

Approval

Lead-erqHt

946 Autumn Dr.

IRB Chair:

Woodburv. MN 55125-9 100
Campus Box

3. Check

{

(Signature)

(Requested)

4. If principnl investigator is a student:

one:

Faculty / staffresearch
Fellow / post doctoral

Advisor's

Name:

Address:

Student Research

t 'J*:,1ffi0*"

Dr. Norma Noonan
Box 107
Aussbure Collese

Telephone

{612}130-lle8

5. Applications for approval to use human subjects in research require the following asrurances end
signatures to certify:

. The information provided in this application form is correct.
. The Principal Investigator (PI) will seek and obtain prior written approval from the IRB for any substantive
modification in the proposal, including but not limited to changes in cooperating investigators, agencies as well
as changes in procedures.

' Unexpected or otherwise significant adverse events in the course of this study will be promptly reported.
' Any significant new findings which develop during the course of this study which may affect the risks and
benefits to participation will be reported in writing to the IRB and to the
. The research may not be initiated until final written approval is granted.

subjects.

This research, once approved, is subject to continuing review and approval
records of this research according to IRB guidelines.

bry

the IRB. The PI

will maintain

If these conditions are not met, approval of this research could be suspended.
Signature of Principal Investigator

Date

Student Research: As academic advisor to the student investigator, I rssume responsibility for insuring that
the student complies with College and federal regulations regarding the use of human zubjects in research:
Signature of Academic Advisor

Date

Faculty/Staff Research: As department chair, or designed, I acknowledge that this research is in keeping
with the standards set hy our department and aszure that the principal investigator has met all departmental
requirements for review and approval of this rescarch.
Signature of Department Chair

Date
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6. Checklist for Investigators
(application will be returned if not complete)

{

(1) This application includes alay abstract stating the purpose of the study.

!_

(2) The application describes the study population, inclusion/exclusion criteria, process of identiffing
subjects" etc.

t_

@ The abstract includes

{

(4) The application includes a full description of anticipated risks and benefits of study participation.

/-

Jt/*

a description of tasts the subjects

will be asked to complete.

(5) Provisions have been made to minimize risls and those procedures are outlined on the form.
(6) Provisions have been made and documented to care for subjects in case of accident or injury.

U) Frocedures to maintain confidentiality have been fully described.
(8) Provisions have been made to obtain informed consent from all individuals related to the study. (e.g.,
parents, subjects, cooperating institutions, etc.)

t_ $ All questions on the form have been completed.
/- (10) AII zupporting documents have been attached, including protocol,

survey instruments, interview
schedules, solicitation letters, aduertisements, consent forms, etc. Supporting documents must be

in

final form es you intend to distrihute them. Your application will be returned if these documents
are in outline or first draft form.
N/A (l l) If this study requires approval of another committee or cooperating agency, documentation of approval or
notice of application has been attached.

!*(tZ)
_{_

Appropnate departmental signatures and signature of academic advisor for student research have been
obtained on Page l.

(13) A copy of this application has been made for the investigator's records.

N/A (14) I request blind review. I have omiued all identifiers from copies submitted. (Original copy contains all
names for IRB file.)

./_ (15) The application is in the same page format as shown in this electronic word

processing

fite. The location

of questions and pagination is the same as in the original.

{_

(16) I attach 15 copies for full review applications or three copies for expedited applications or two copies for
exempt applications. including any attached instruments and materials.

You must make a preliminarT judgment about the level of review required for your application. The chair
will then detemine the level of review after zubmission and contact you if additional copies are required.
Completed, typewriffer forms should be returned to:

Rita Weisbro4 Ph.D., Chair
Augsburg College Institutional Reyiew Board
Augsburg College, 22Il Riverside Avenue, Campus Mail #186
(6

Minneapolis, MN 55454-135 1
l2) 330-1227, e-mail: weisbrod@augsburg.edtr
Fax: (612) 330-1649 (Label for Box #186
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Mentorin e/ Leadership, eouuqqti-ou

Inclusive dates of project:

June

8. Project (please circle): has heen /

1997

to

December L997

witl be zubmitted to the following frrnding agency:

N/A
Funding decision (please circle): is pending / has been awarded.
Agency-assigned grant number (if kmown)

If this study is part of

:

N/A

a program or center grant, provide the

title and principal investigator:

N/A

9. Is this research suhject to review by another internal committee of the College ?
Yes: If yes, attach documentation of aprproval.

{* No _

Spec$:
10. Is this research conducted at another location or with r cooper#ing organization, e.g.n schoolsn
clinics, community agencies, etc.?
/- No _ Yes: If yes, provide urritten documentation of approval from that institution.

Spects:

CHECK REYIEW CATEGORY BELOW:
I

_

l.

12.

This research requires full review by the Institutional Review Board.

_Expedited Review (see Ap,plication Information on page ii). This research fits the precise requirements
category
of the expedited review pronision of 45 CFR 46.110." The research couldbe
considered of "minimal risk" to participants based on those guidelines.

13.

{

of

Exemption category: (See Application Information on pages iii and iv.): This research fits the precise

requirements of

category

2

of the exemption categories

of

45 CFR 46.101(b).

Exempt applications only cateeories 4-6:
Exempt Category #4: Pathological Specimens
All pathological specimens should be stripped of identifiable information prior to use. Describe the source of the
specimens. How will they be obtained? If not obtained by the principle investigator, then by whom?

Exempt Category #5: Public Service progrums
In addition to the information provided under abstract, above, provide documentation or cooperation from the
public agency involved in the research.

Exempt Category #6: Taste Testing
Food ingredients must be at or below the levels found to be safe B federal regulatory agencies. Describe the food
to be tested and provide assurance that these conditions are met.
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14. Lay Summary
Describe your research project using lay language*language understood by a person unfamiliar with the area of
research. Include your research question and methods to be used (hypothesis and methodology). Provide the
justification for the research (what is the need or problem being addressed by the study, why this research should
be done). Describe in detail the tashs subjects will be asked to complete/what zubjects will be asked to do.

The purpose of this thesis is to gain a better understanding of the link (hypothesis) between mentoring and

leadership. The contention is that mentoring enhances a leaders abilities an#or leadership skills in general.

A quantitative approach will be used to test the hypothesis via a survey (see attachment). The sunrey consist of
thirty eight (38) questions. Thirty two (32) questions involve participant opinions on the merits and/or
shortcomings of mentoring, as it relates to leadership. Of the thirty two (32) opinion based questions, the majority
(fifteen) are multiple choice. Five (5) additional multiple choice questions may have multiple answers, and present
the participant to further explain or coillment on the issue. Ten (10) questions are fill in the hlank type. Six (6)
questions are demographic in nature.

Actively employed recruits, within the inclusion age range (25 to 65), with leadership, mentoring or protdgd
experiences (terms are defined in thesis), ruill be aske.d to participate in the flrrvey. Participation is voluntary;
return of the survey will constitute consent. Participants will not be offered any compensation for panicipation in
this survey. Results will be analyzed and quantified to test the hypothesis, and pftlished in final thesis.
Surveys, and any raw data generated from the surveys, will be destroyed when the analysis is completed, or
when the sunreys ar€ no longer neede4 but no later than December 31, 1997.
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Subject Population

a. Number: Male ., 25 (Est.) Female 25 (Est.) Total 50 (Est.)
b. Age Range. E
to 65
d. Special Characteristics:
(Check all that apply)
c. Location of Subjects:
(Check all that apply)

children
elementary

I
e.

/ secondary schools

outpatients
hospitals and clinics
college students
other special institutions: specr$:
other:
Activelv Employed

inpatients
pri sons/halfiruay houses

I

patient controls
adult volunteers

speciff:

Hresearch is conducted off-campus, written documentation of approvaVcooperation from that outside
agency (school, clinic, etc.) should accompany this application. Be zure all lwels with this authority within
the agency/organization have given approval.

Surveys will be mailed to the address provided lry participants. Instructions will advise participants to
accomplish surveys on personal time.

f.

Describe how subjects will be identified or recruited. Attach recruitment information, i.e., advertisements,
bulletin board notices, recruitment letters, etc.

Participants will be identified through MAL Alumni, MAL Stafl and peers. Other potential sources
include mentoring organizations and groups in public and private arenas. No advertising or bulletin board type
notices are planned.

g.

If subjects are chosen from records, indicate who gave approval for the use of the records. If these are
private medical recording agency records, or student records, provide the protocol for secwing consent of
the zubjects of the records and approval from the custodian of the records.

Not applicable; no records will be used to select or reject potential survey participants.
Who will make the initial contact with the suhject? Describe how contact is made. If recruitment is
verbal, provide the script to he used.
fNote: A verbal script is contained in paragraph 19 A of this submission.)
Otrce references are obtaine4 the Principle Investigator (PI) will initiate contact with potential participants
by phone. A dialog will review the purpose, scope and requirements of survey participation. Terms such as leader,
mentor, and protdgd will be defined; potential participants will asked rf they are serving in any of these roles. If
affirmative, potential participants will be asked if they are current employed. If affirmative, potential participants
will be asked their age; those under age 25 or over age 65 will be excluded. Those identffied for inclusion wiII be
asked if they agree to participate in the survey. If affirmative, I will inform the participant of the plan to mail a
pool of 50 surveys concurrently A response date will be included \4rith survey instructions.
i. Will subjects receive inducements before, or rewards after the study? If yes, explain how and when they will

h.

j

he distributed.
No payments, inducements or rewards will be offered in conjunction with this study.
If subjects are school children, and class time is used to collect data, describe in detail the activity planned
for non-participants. Who will supervise those children? (This information should be included in the
consent form.)

Not applicable.
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Risks to pafticipation: (check all that apply)
use of private records (medical, agency or educational records);
possible invasion of privacy of subject or family;
manipulation of psychological or social variables such as sensory deprivation,
social isolation, pqychological stresses;
any probing for personal or sensitive information in suweys or interviews;
use of deception as part of experimental protocol; the protocol must include a
"debriefilng procedure" which will be followed upon completion of the study,
or withdrawal of the subjects. Provide this protocol for IRB review;
presentation of materials which subjects might consider offensive, threatening, or
degrading;
t_other risls: specffi: Demosraphic data

Describe the precautions taken to minimize risks:
The survey size will minimize the chance of only one response in any particular age, nationality, or gender
category. The planned size u.ill be 50 or more participants, wenly split among men and women. All 50 flrveys
will be distributed concurrently to minimize participant identification. Survey instructions will request a return
date of 2 weeks from receipt.

17.

Benefits to participation:

List any anticipated direct benefits (money, or other incentives) to participation in this research
project. H none, state that fact here and in the consent form. Also, list indirect benefits to
participation (e.g., improved programs or policies; contribution to knowtedge)
There are no direct benefits for participation in this research. Indirect benefits may include the
advancement of knowledge on this subject, and the potential to include that new knowledge as part of the MAL

curriculum.

18.

Confidentiatity of Data: (note that the consent forms should include this information.)
A. Describe provisions made to maintain confidentiality of data.

The surveys do not solicit any personal identification data other than demographic information. During
initial contact, potential participants will be informed about confidentiality procedures, including the anonlmity of
the survey. Potential participants will be advised that the PI will separate the time between initial contact, and the
survey mailing, to minimize possible identiflcation by the PI. Verbal and survey instructions will guide
participants to properly complete survey. Surveys will be returned in pre-adfuessed envelopes to my Augsburg
mail box (box 418).
B. How will you disseminate results or findings? Who will receive copies of results and in
what form?
Once analysis is complete4 the data will be reported in aggregate form in the findings section of the
thesis. If participant comments are used" care will be taken to avoid disclosing any information that could be used
to identifr the participant (e.g., gender, age, place of employment, etc.). Analysis of the data will be conductedloy
the PI and MAL Statras necessary. No other disclosure is planned

C. Where will the raw data be kept and for how long?
Raw data generated from the surveys will he maintained with the surveys. Sunreys and raw data will be
secured in a locked desk at the PI's residence. When transporting from one location to another is necessary, dala
and surveys will be kept in a locked briefcase. It is inteuded that all surveys and raw data be destroyed when no
longer need for analysis, or December 31, 1997, whichever occurs first.
Give the date for destruction of raw data. If raw data is retaine{ give date when identffiers will be
removed.
December 31, 1997, or completion of analysis, whichever occurs flrst.
(If tape recordings or videotapes are create{ explain who will have access and how long
the taps wilt be retained.)
No videotapes or audio recordings are planned in this research.
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D. What security provisions will be used? Who will have access to the collected data?
The zurveys do not solicit any personal identif,cation data such as name, address or social security

number. During initial contact, potential participants will be informed about confidentiality procedures, including
the anonymity of the survey. Potential participants will be advised that the PI will separate the time between initial
contact, and the ilrvsy mailing, to minimize possible identification by the PI. Instructions will guide participnts
to proper$ complete the survey and return in an enclosed envelope. Surveys and any raw data generated will be
safeguarded at all times. When not in use for analysis, surveys will be secured in a locked desk at the PI's
residence. When transporting from one location to another is necessary, data and zurveys will be kep in a locked
briefcase.

E. Will data identffing the subjects be made available to anyone other than the principal
investigator, s.B-, school officials, etc.?
{ No _Yes: If yes, explain below and in the consent form.
There are no plans to share any data with persons other than Augsburg staff.
F. Will the data be part of the subject's chart or other permanent record?
_Yes: Hyes, explain.

{- No

G. Do you request a College box be assigned to you for the return of surveys?

_ No {Yes

19

Yes, (box 418 has been assigned and will be used for a return survey address).
Informed consent proce$s: Prepare and attach a consent form or a consent letter:
A consent form is reqtrired for research involving rislq and for research where permanent record of results
are retained (includingvideotapes). Signatures of subject (and parent) are requrred

A consent statement or letter to participant(s) may be used in suweys but does not require the signature of
the subject. Provide text of consent statements read to study subjects, distributed to particrpants prior to
interviews or used as a cover sheet for a written survey.
Simply giving a consent fur* to a subject does not eonstitute informed consent.
The following questions pertain to the consenting pft)cess (also see sample consent form, pp. vii-viii).
A. Describe what will be said to the subjects to explain the research. (Do not say'osee consent form"; write
the explanation in lay language.)
Yerbal Script to be used for survey recmitment
Hello, my name is John Hurst. I am a graduate student in the Masters of Arts in Leadership Program at
Augsburg College. Source zuggested I contact you about my master thesis. I am researching the potential link
between mentoring and leadership. You were recommendedbecause you may have had a mentor, protdgd or
leadership experience that could be usefirl to this study. For the purpose of this suryey, I will definite these terms:
o

a

o

- a person who influences followers towards the achievement of a common goal that is in harmony
with the ethical nonns of a given society.
Mentor - a person who nurtures, gurdes and teaches a less experienced person to become skilled, competent
and zuccessful in attaining an agreed upon goal
Frotdgd - an active, involved junior partner, who under the guidance and counsel of a mentor. tries to attain

Leader

jointly agreed upon goals.

Are you serving in one or more of these roles? If yes, continue; if no, thank you for your time. Are you
of 25 &,65? If yes, continue; if no, thank you for your time. Are you culrent employed? Hyes,
continue; if no, thank you for your time. Are you interested in completing a written suwey? If yes, obtain mailing
address; review consent and confidentiality requirements, inform recruit that survey will be mailed within two
weeks. If no, thank you for your time.

between the ages
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B. What questions will be asked to

assess the

participant's understanding?

Definitions for terms such as leader, mentor, and protdgd will be reviewed with potential participants to
determine if meet inclusion criteria for this study. Clarification or examples may be offered to potential
participants if requested. The intent is to survey adult volunteers between ages 25 and 65, who are actively
employed and have experience as a mentor, protdg6, or leader.

C. In relation to the actual data-gathering when will consent be obtained?
Potential participants will be advised that the return of the survey constitutes consent.

D. Will the investigator(s) be securing all of the informed consent?
the speciflc individuals who will obtain informed consent.

{

Yes

_

Potential participants will be advised that the return of the flrrvey constitutes consent.

No: If no, name
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